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THE STORY OF THE RANGE

WEAr PASTUIiES MEAN TO TEE NATIoN

Wherever man has set foot on this globe the grazing of domestic animals..
first the cow and then the horse, sheep, and hoghas been the first form of
agriculture practiced. As has been well said, "The cow has always been the
advance agent of civilization." With few exceptions she found her whole
living in the woods and open places about the pioneers' settlement. Later, as
improved pastures were furnished, she harvested the crops herself, and when
fat she and her offspring furnished their own transportation to market. Alive
she furnished one of the most nourishing foods known; dead she furnished
meat and wearing apparel.

Pasturage for livestock has always been an indispensable source of com-
modities essential to life. To-day, in spite of all our intensive agricultural
practices, the production of meat, hides, and wool by grazing animals is the
cheapest, most economical method known. With comparatively little attention
from the owners, the grazing animals harvest and store away the forage crops,
meantime fertilizing the areas over which they graze. Take from England
her pasture lands and her livestock business would be almost a thing of the
past. Take from the farmers of the United States their pastures and livestock
and our whole agricultural structure would fall. It is seldom appreciated
how large a part grazing and pastures play in our farm practices, or how munch
of our animal production is due almost wholly to pasture lands.

To the uninitiated the word "pasture" implies grass as the one food for the
grazing animals. This is not always the case, however. Pasturage Is defined
by students of the subject as follows:

"Pasturage includes all herbaceous feed gathered directly by domestic
animals When the plants are shrubs or trees the pasture is called 'browse.'
Feed consisting of acorns and other nuts that have fallen from forest trees is
termed 'mast.' This term Is also extended to Include the berries of palm trees
and the seeds of pine trees."

Horses on pasture as a rule are almost exclusively grass eaters. Cattle are
more catholic in their tastes eating grass weeds and browse according to
the character of the range. On the average range or pasture grass forms
about 70 per cent of the feed of cattle with browse next and weeds the last
resort

On the other hand, sheep find fully 75 per cent of their forage in the so-
called weeds, principally wild flowers and the succulent plants other than
grass. The Minnesota Experiment Station discovered that out of 480 varietIes
of weeds in that State sheep ate no less than 430. Goats prefer browse, and
under ordinary conditions will make their diet largely on that class of forage.

Inasmuch as cattle form by far the greatest number of our grazing animals,
It is evident that grass Is the chief pasture and range plant In this country.

One of the most Inspiring as well as charming tributes to grass was written
by an Illustrious son of the West, the late John J. Ingalls, United States Sena-
tor from Kansa".

GRASS

"Next in importance to the divine profusion of water, light, and air, those
three physical facts which render existence possible, may be reckoned the uni-
versal beneficence of grass. Lying in the sunshine among the buttercups and
dandelions of May, scarcely higher in intelligence than those minute tenants
of that mimie wilderness, our earliest recollections are of grass, and when the
fitful fever Is ended, and the foolish wrangle of the market and the forum Is
closed, grass heals over the scar which our descent into the bosom of the earth
has made, and the carpet of the Infant becomes the blanket of the dead.

1Yr ook Dept. Agr., 1923, p. 365.
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"Grass is the forgiveness of natureher constant benediction. Fields
trampled with battle, saturated with blood, torn with the ruts of cannon, grow
green again with grass, and carnage is forgotten. Streets abandoned by traflic
become grass grown, like rural lanes, and are obliterated. Forests decay,
harvests perish, flowers vanish, but grass is immortal. Beleaguered by the
sullen hosts of winter It withdraws into the Impregnable fortress of its sub-
terranean vitality and emerges upon the solicitation of spring. Sown by winds,
by wandering birds, propagated by the subtle horticulture of the elements
which are its ministers and servants, it softens the rude outlines of the world.
It invades the solitude of deserts, climbs the inaccessible slopes and pinnacles
of mountains, and modifies the history, character, and destiny of nations.
Unobtrusive and patient, it has immortal vigor and aggression. Banished from
the thoroughfares and fields, it bides its time to return, and when the vigilance
Is relaxed or the dynasty has perished it silently resumes the throne from
which It has been expelled but which it never abdicates. It bears no blazonry
of bloom to charm the senses with fragrance or splendor, but its homely hue
Is more enchanting than the lily or the rose. It yields no fruit In earth or
air, yet should its harvest fail for a single year famine would depopulate the
world."

PASTuRE LAisD in run UNITED STATES

According to the best authorities "the area of land in the United States
used for grazing, excluding crop lands pastured part of the year, Is about
1,055,000,000 acres, or 55 per cent of the total area of this country." This
method of land utffizatiou "contributes nearly as much to the sustenance of
our livestock as all the crops combined." (Ibid.) On the basis of rental values
of pasture lands all over the United States the cost of this feed is several
times less than where crops are fed. In spit of this fact the study and scien-
tific research work so far done in this country, as It relates to the use of these
great areas for purely pasturage purposes, Is decidedly small when compared
to the work done In other lines of agriculture, especially crop production.
Here and there some excellent work has been done, but by and large the value
of pastures in the production of meat has been given comparatively little
consideration.

Any study of the proper utilization of the remaining acres of our once
so.ealied "limitless" public domain is a purely pasturage problem. Of the
remaining 186,000,000 acres now in the hands of the Federal Government as
of June 30, 1924, practIcally all of which lies in the arid and semiarid regions
west of the one hundredth meridian, a very small percentage can ever be
utilized for crop production under any agricultural methods at present known
or even remotely Imagined. Eager citizens have combed these areas over and
over and have cut the very heart out of them In search of a piece of land
upon which they could locate, produce agricultural crops, and make a home
for themselves and families. It is not there to-day. They recalled the stories
of their fathers and grandfathers of the rich lands once open to settlement
In States like Iowa, IUlnois and the Dakotas. They found instead only an
arid climate, lands more or less Infested with alkali and other Injurious ele-
ments, DG water for Irrigation except at costs now wholly prohibitive, and
surroundings generally inhospitable and unattractive.

In addition to the large amount of public domain land there Is over 400,-
000,000 acres of the same class of land In the arid and semiarid regions of
the West In other than Federal ownership. This includes State lands, Indian
reservations, homesteads, and unimproved privately owned farm lands upon
which domestic anlml are grazed, and for all of which some definite, care-
fully planned scheme of grazing management is yet to be worked out. (Year
Book, U. S. Dept Agr. 1923, p. 367.)

Speaking of this land, its needs, and character, one writer has said:
"It Is largely a producing area from which stockers and feeders go to the

Corn Belt or other fattening areas. Factors influencing economical prothic-
tion vary widely between regions, and even within regions there is no uni-
formity between ranges as to theIr value for carrying livestock, the period
of most satisfactory use, or the system of grazing to apply."

The problem of the proper utilization of the public domain is therefore tied
In Intimately with the use of more than twice as much land of similar char-

-

'Tearboo. Dept. of Agr., 1923.
'Cbapflae, W. 11. A National Program of Range Research.
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acter in State or private ownership. Any study of the one is bound to benefit
and increase values in the other. Hence, whatever is done with the public
domain to make it fill its highest possible use in our national scheme of agri-
culture will have far-reaching effect on tbe whole arid region of this country.

TEE Occui'ATIoN OF TEE R&soz

FIRST IMroET&TTONs OF LIVESTOCK IN THE SOUTHWEST

Some years previous to the landing of the first settlers at Jamestown, another
group of Europeans had gained a foothold on the extreme southwestern part
of the continent and were grazing large numbers of livestock.

We have definite records to the effect that Cortez, the Spanish adventurer,
landed 16 head of horses on this continent somewhere in the vicinity of Vera
Cruz, on the eastern coast of Mexico, early In 1515. His report even gives
the name, color, sex, and character of each horse. He may have brought with
him some cattle also, but there is no positive record of the landing of cattle
in that region earlier than 1521. In that year, according to reliable records,
(lregorio Villalobos, sent to New Spain as governor general, landed troops
and supplies near Vera Cruz. The written report of the expedition states
that "he brought a number of calves (oviese ganado) from San Domingo, he
being the first to bring them to 'New Spain." (Hacketts Historical Docu-
ments.)

Nearly all the early expeditions to New Spain, or what is now called
Mexico, landed first at some of the West Indies for rest or recuperation and
later reshipped to New Spain. Villalobos evidently got his animals from this
source.

From the documentary evidence obtainable, the livestock landed in Mexico
must have prospered amazingly, the grassy plains adjacent to the coast furnish-
ing ahnost unlimited range, with a mild even climate. In 1538 Mendoza, then
Viceroy of New Spain, reported to the Spanish King as to the advancement of
the new colony. In this document, among other matters, he speaks specifically
of the fine condition of his cattle, horses, and Merino sheep, which he had
imported from Spain. The sheep had been especially prolific.

On February 23, 1540, when Coronado, the Spanish captain general, left the
little town of Compostello, on the west coast of Mexico, on his celebrated
expedition to the northeast, he took with him large numbers of livestock.
All the historians of this expedition agree closely as to the numbers of horses
and mules taken along. Coronado had with him "about 300 horses for his
soldiers, more than 1,000 horses and mules for pack animals" and * * S

large droves of big ganado mejor and little cattley ganado menor (sheep)
and hogs." (Castenadas "Narrative" Wlnship Translation. 14th Annual
Report Bureau of Ethnology)

The Spaniards pushed north from their base in New Spain, carrying with
them livestock of every kind. Both Bernal Dlaz and Castenada, who wrote of
these expeditions, mention the carrying with them of numbers of livestock,
sheep, cattle, horses, and even hogs. These were driven along with the troops
to be used as food when needed and to stock up the ranges around the settle-
ments which they made at strategic points. When Coronado started from
northeastern New Mexico on his wonderful march across the prairies of Cplo-
rads and Kansas, he took with him, according to Castenada's history, "1,000
horses and 500 of our cows and more than 5,000 rams and ewes." (mid.)

Coronado's expedition marks unquestionably the year, 1540, in which sheep
and cattle first came to this region, now part of the United States.

In 1555, about 36 years after the first livestock were landed on this continent,
an adventurous Englishman, Robert Tomson by name, who had been trading
with the Spaniards for many years, found his way into New Spain. In his
letters to England he mentions the livestock in the new country.

"There is in New Spain," be writes, "a marvelous increase of cattail which
dayly do Increase and they are of greater growth than ours. You may have
a great steer that hnth a hundred weight of tallow for 16 shithngs and some
one man hath 20000 head of cattell of his own They have great increase of
sheep In like manner. They have much woole and as goode as the woole In
Spain. They have many horses, mares, and mules which the Spaniards brought
thither (Mexico). They have as good jennets as any are in Spain, better and
cheaper than they be in Spain?' (VoL 3, p. 544, Thomson!s Narrative In
Hakluyt Voyages, Edition of 1600.)
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He visited the city of Mexico and wrote of his experiences there. "Beef,
mutton, hennes, capons, such like all are very good and cheapeto say the
whole quarter of an oxe as much as a slave can carry away from the butchers
for 2 shillings 6 pence and a fat sheepe at the butchers for 3 royals, which is
18 pence and no more."

Livestock In the new world must indeed have done well to be so cheap and
plentiful in so short a period of time.

From Mexico the line of settlements spread in two directions, north along
the Pacific coast where were founded many Franciscan missions, and northeast
up along the Rio Grande into what is now New Mexico and Arizona. Another
stream of exploration took the Spanish along the Gulf coast up into the rich
coastal plains of Texas. From these various settlements of the Spanish the
livestock industry of the Southwest spread gradually until it finally met and
merged with the livestock from the East. This mating of the herds of the
East and West -marked the conquest by the adventurous pioneer stoekmaa of
the "Great American Desert." - -

rusT IMPourAvious or Livsrocx oN THE E.&svuus COAST Or iconrir AMEIiIcA

-
- In 1545 some Portuguese fishermen and explorers - are reported to have

landed a few cattle, including probably some sheep and hogs, on Cape Breton
Island. - These were later carried to Newfoundland and the adjacent mainland.
This was undoubtedly the first reported placing of livestock on the eastern
coast of North America

- We know positively that In 1598 the Marquis tie la Roche left a colony of
French on Sable Island, which lies to the southeast of Cape Breton Island. -
Here they found wild cattle and sheep. On the beach of Sable Island these
Frenchmen round remains of some wrecked Spanish ships which had been
sent to that region - several years before to make settlement. -- The - French,
knowing nothing of the- Portugese landing, assumed that the wild animals
they found were some of the stock the Spanish had had with them and which
had escaped from the wrecked vessels, reached shore,- and made themselves
at home in their new environment. Incidentally, these Frenchmen -built boats
from the Spanish wrecks and with them made their way - back to France.

Thirty-five years later, or about 1633, John Rose, an Englishman; was cast
ashore on Sable Island. Rose estimated the total number of livestock then
on that-island at about 800 head of-all kinds.- He finally got away from Sable
Island and reached Boston. Two years later, In 1635, two vessels, the James
and the-Rebecca, of Boston,- went to look for these islands. They found a
French colony already there who had slaughtered most of - the stock for food.
The American captains estimated the total number - of livestock left at not
above 140 head Beginnlngr of Agriculture In America Carrier 103)

In the meantime the English and Dutch colonies that were béhig established
along the eastern coast of the present United States were bringing livestock
in the ships-with the colonists.

There Is no ictnal record to show that the first ships landing at James-
town on May 13 1607 brought livestock The indications are that they did
not. The first authentic statement on thin subject is found In a letter written

- from the - Colony of Virginia by 31. (1. Aucher, dated August 31, 1609, tie-.
scribing his voyage to the colony from England ' On May 15, 1609, seven
sail left (Woolich, England).- Arrived Plymouth 20th day.- We took into
the B7essin being the ship wherein I went 6 mares and 2 horses." (Wallace
"The Horse in America.")

The winters following the first landings were severe. The colonists suffered
for food and evidently were forced to eat their livestock to preserve their own
lives. The governor of the- colony in a report to the home company dated
July '1, 1610, made the following statement: "Our people * 4 * the last
winter destroyed and killed all our hogs. * * - * there was not above one
sow- left - alive ' $ and our horses and mares they had eaten with the
first." (Ibid.)

In a "Report of a Voyage to Virginia" dated November 13, 161i by 31. G.
Anhcer, the following statement - is found: "They brought to this colony 100
cows. 200 pIgs, 100 goats, and 17 horses and mares." (Ibid.)

This evidently refers to other importations of livestock arriylng at James-
town early in 1611 of which we have a definite record.-

The Dutch who settled New Amsterdam in 1625 "brought with them 103
head of cattle." (mid.)
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In 1629 the foundOrs of the Massachusetts Bay Colony sent six vessels loaded
with emigrants and livestock "including 25 mares and stallions." (Ibid.)

In 1638 the Swedes and Finns planted a colony along the Delaware River,
bringing with them a number of horses and other livestock

"In 1643 a full cargo of horses was landed at New Amsterdam from the
Dutch West Indies.". (Ibid.)

These last were not riding horses as were most of the Virginia stock, but
according to one wrIter (Van der Douck) were heavier than the English
horses "and Intended for husbandry."

From this date on in all the early bistoriCs there are frequent references to
shipments of livestock arriving on the east coast of the new country. That
some of these animals must have thrived is lndicaed by an act of the Virginia
Legislature of September, 1632, to the effect that:

"Noe man shall kill any wild swyne out of the forest or woods except with-
out leave or license from the governor." (Hennings "Statutes at Large for
Virginia.")

It is evident thdrefore that the first landings on this continent of domestic
animals, cattle, sheep, horses, and hogs, occurred in the far Southwest fully
25 years earlier than on the Atlantic coast.

GRAZING ON THE EAST COAST IN COLONIAL TThIES

Owing to the nature of the grasses and herbage, as well as the character of
the country itself, the business of grazing livestock under open range condi-
tions has been much less extensive east of the Mississippi River than in the
West. Climatic conditions in the eastern part of the United States make it
nearly impossible to utilize the forage and grasses all the year round, and as
a rule they must be harvested, cured, and stored for winter use. Nevertheless
we have definite records of year-round grazing of eastern ranges along the
Atlantic coast showing that domestic livestock has used with more or less
suCcess ranges in Virginia, Georgia, the Carolinas, and adjoining colonies dur-
ing the entire year without artificial feeding of any kind.

Forced to clear the land along the coast at a heavy labor cost, the early
settlers at first concentrated principally on raising enough food for, themselves
and families to carry them through the Tong, cold winters. Titus they could
not provide hay and other forage for the domestic animals and these were per-
force turned loose in the forests to shift for themselves.

In 1661 in Maryland there were many bLnds of wild cattlethat is, unmarked
(unbranded) anlmaisroaming in the woods about the settlements in that
colony, and permIssion was granted for hunting 'them, the profits being divided
between the hunter and the "Lord Proprietor." They eventually had to repeal
this lan-! presumably becau5 the hunters were careless and failed to distin-
guish between branded and ünbrarded stock. (Ileginnings of Agriculture In
the United States. Carrier.)

Speaking of the Virginia Colonies, Sanford (Agriculture in the United
States) says:

"In the interior much stock, especially cattle and hogs, ran wild in the
woods. S * * n the spring many were so Weak they could not rise. It
was one of the farmers' jobs to lift the poor cattle onto their feet. It was only
later on that the custom of providing hay and other feeds for the long winters
became general."

This was hi the years between 1775 and 1785, and the records indicate that
about the same conditions prevailed in all the colonies along the Atlantic
coast.

Despite the handicaps under which the stock ranged at large, they evidently
multiplied rapidly. In this connection Carrier (Beginnings of Agriculture in
the United States) says:

Cattle production (In Georgia) Increased at a rapid rate. A round up at
Ebenezer in 1744) brought in 500 animals of all ages, and it was said that twice
that number might have been collected if they had laid more men and horses
to do the work.

"These cattle ranches of Georgia 'and the other southern colonies took on
the same general character which prevailed a century later In the Great Plin
area. There were annual round-ups and branding of calve, conificts between
overlapping interests, end long drives of herds to tidewater markets. Cattle
rustlers plied their trade, 'and were summarily dealt with when caught, Might

96780-26----2
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was the law of the range then, as later. These cattlemen, ever alert, always
armed, fearless, and resourceful, were an effective protection to the tidewater
planters against attacks from the Indians of the Mississippi region. Those
interested in the history of the cattle ranges of the Great Plains will find Its
beginnings in colonial times in the South as well as in the Spanish ranches of
the Southwest"

The cowboys of that time roped and rode as those of to-day. Hardy and
reckless, they were the "rough riders" of colonial times. The Battle of the
"Cowpens" In July, 1781, was on a well-known round-np and branding ground,
and many of the best troops fighting against the British forces were those
cowboys of the southeastern colonies.

The following comments on the livestock conditions as they existed In 1775
and earlier are taken from an Interesting old book, "American Husbandry."
by "An American," published In 1775. The writer, an English gentleman
farmer, a close observer and evidently well informed on farming affairs, gives
In great detail his impressions of agricultural conditions In the Colonies at
that time.

"Neither the English nor Swedes In New Jersey and New York colonies have
stables. Their cattle are obliged to stay day and night In the fields during
the whole winter. The Germans and the Dutch have preserved the customs
of their country and generally keep their cattle in stables during the winter"
(p.133).

* * * * * * *

"Many of the planters, especially in the back part of the Province (Pennsyl-
vania), where the wild cattle are, keep great stocks of cattle; some of them
have four or five hundred head of horned cattle * * *; they let these run
through the woods not only In summer but also in winter" (p. 167).

* * * *
"Two great circumstances which give the farmers of North Carolina such

a superiority over the other colonies are, first, the plenty of land; and, secondly,
the vast herds of cattle kept by the planters. It is not an uncommon thing
to see one man the master of from 300 to 1,200, and even 2,000 cattle, cows,
bulls oxen and young cattle" (p 836)

An Interesting phase of this subject is that even in those early days there
were herds of wild horses running at large on the open ranges, "escapes"
from the colonists' stock, which were as great a problem to the settlers at that
time as are the wild horses that at the present time are so abundant on
many western ranges. They graze In large numbers on the publlc domain, to
the Injury of the forage plants and greatly Interfering with the proper man-
agement of the settlers' stock.

Beverly's "History of Virginia" alludes to this as follows:
"There is another kind of sport, and that Is the hunting of wild horses.

You must know that they have many horses foaled In the woods that * * *
are as shy as any savage creature. Those having no mark upon them belong
to him who first takes them," etc.

IrzgTING OF TE RRDS OF Tut &5T fl WEST

As the lower and more open range In the East came under the plow
the cattle herds were forced farther and farther back until, following the
line of least resistance, they took the western course, crossed the Alleghenies
and followed closely the fringe of frontier settlements to the Missouri.

In the latter part of the seventies the West awoke to the opportunities
offered for raising cattle and sheep upon the open ranges that lay west of the
Missouri River from the Mexican to the Canadian line. Great cattle ëom-
panles were formed in the East and In Europe, the promoters of which went
Into Texas and bought thousands of long-horned cattle and moved then north
onto the virgin unoccupied ranges. Those were the great years of the Texas
trails, during which that huge State disgorged hundreds of thousands of her
surplus cattle into the new unstocked ranges to the north. Millions were In-
vested in the enterprise, and for a few years millions were made, principally
in speculation, promotion, and on paper.

The stockmen of the West were a prodigal as well as a restless lot With
what seemed an almost unlimited world in front of them, they resented the
"rowding that began to develop, and there was a constant pushing forward
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farther and farther out into the prairies. They disputed with the Indian and
the buffalo for the occupancy of the land, with the result that always followed
where the white man came. The red man and his friend, the buffalo, slowly
melted away, and eventually the tide from the West which had its origin in
the Spanish settlements in southwestern Texas and along the Rio Grande in
New Mexico met the advance from the East. In the Southwest they met along
the Rio Grande in New Mexico and Colorado; to the northwest those that
crowded over the Cascades in Oregon and Washington met the advancing
tide from the East pouring over the backbone of the Rockies, and the frontier
was no more.

THE INEVJTAflLE HAPPEN s-OVERGRAZING AND DISASTER

The long-horns from the West met and mingled with the better breeds from
the East, spreading out over the entire region, until finally, about 1895, no
open range remained unstoeked. Not an acre of grazing land was left un-
occupied, and ranges that- for permanent and regular use would have been
fully stocked with a cow to every 40 acres were loaded until they were carry-
ing one to every 10 acres. Into western Kansas, Nebraska, eastern Colorado,
out into the Red Desert country of Wyoming and Utah, up across Montana and
the two Dakotas clear to the Canadian line, they pressed in their mad search
for grass. No one provided any feed for the winter, the owners preferring to
risk the losses. Gradually the native grasses disappeared. As fast as a blade
of grass showed above the ground some hungry animal gnawed it off. A few
men sounded a note of alarm, but most of the owners declined to realize the
approaching disaster and drifted along In their fancied opulence. -

Then came the inevitable. The winter of 1886 saw the almost total extinc-
tion of the industry in some of the Northwestern States. Thousands of cattle
went into that winter never to see the spring flowers again. Great cattle com
panies with managers riding back and forth to the frontier towns in coaches
and six, drawing princely salaries for doing nothing, went out of existence.
Millions of dollars were lost beyond hope of recovery. A few years later, in
1893, the Southwest went through the same experience, and still greater losses
were piled up against the industry. -

THE ERA OF READJuSTMENT

- Then there came a gradual readjustment of the business. Many of the
great companies operating on borrowed money went to the wall, and the
remnants of their herds were bought up by men whose faith In the business
still was strong. From that time to this the business of raising cattle upon
the open ranges has been a fluctuating one. Man's greed to obtain something
for nothing has never yet allowed him to be content with a moderate profit.
Each man looked upon the range forage as something he must grab before
anyone else could reach It. Hence the grasses were given no chance to grow,
and a few good years were followed by a bad one which wiped out all the
profits. What the winter storms did not kill, the "bog holes" caught in the
spring

THE COMING OF TUE RAIIGE SHPMA1'I

Along In the early nineties the sheepmen began to gain a foothold on the
ranges, especially in the Northwestern States. Gradually they forced the cows
back from their old ranges, and many long-headed cowmen in sheer self-
defense turned their cattle into sheep and joined the ranks of the woolgrowers.
The sheepman was much more able to cope with the elements than was the
cattleman. Re had his herd under his eye at all times, and could move it to
better feed before the animals became too weak to travel. He also found out
much earlier than did the cattleman that buying feed against a hard winter
was money well invested. In nuny ways the sheepmen profited by the bitter
experiences of the cattlemen and avoided many of their pitfalls.

The ranges were tentatively divided, and In some of the States, especially
Wyoming, Montana, and Idaho, the sheepmen have gradually forced the cattle
Interests Into the background
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RANGE WARS

Meantime the tide of settlement under the homestead and other land Jaws
was overflowing the western prairies. The newcomers divided the ranges
with those already there. The pioneer sheep and cattle owners, in disgust
at the crowding process, trailed their herds from one part of the range to
another in search of fresh feed. Here and there homesteaders located along
the streams so as to control the watering places. Competition for the ranges
became fiercer and fiercer. Armed men fought for the control of the ranges
they had learned to call their own. Fierce conflicts occurred in the Blue
Mountains of Oregon; in Wyoming there was the "Johnson County war,"
followed by what has been called the "Upper Green River war," and other
outbreaks. In Arizona the Tonto Basin war inside of a few years cost about
40 lives and terrorized a great range region. These range wars, the sheep
dead line In wrstern Colorado, and local disturbances in other parts of the
range States, mnrkéd the end of the "free and open public range." These
outbreaks were especially serious where the opposing elements were the
owners of sheep on one side and cattle on the other, and they constituted by
far the greatest number of cases.

Occasionally, as in the Johnson County troubles in Wyoming, the friction
was wholly between the advancing settlers, "nesters" as they were called,
on one hand and the range cattlemen on the other Many settlers were 10
catlng sites chiefly valuable as watering places for range stock. In many
parts of the West some of the streams were in deep canyons. There were
occasionally breaks in the canyon walls and the streams flowed for a mile
or two in through an open country, allOwing the range stock to reach the
water. Two or three men by locating "shoestring" homesteads along the
bsnrs of such streams could effectually close the water so that stock could
not reach it except by crossing the homesteaders' lands. Many such locations
were made primarily for bold.up purposes, and naturally the stockmen made
reprisals on the settlers In various ways In many cases the lands were
unsurveyed, therefore could not be legally entered by anyone, and the settler
held his land by force of arms only. To buy him out did not mean a perma-
nent solution of the trouble, for unless the purchaser lived upon the area
himself or hired some employee to do it for him the place could be taken
up by the next newcomer and the old trouble would break out afresh.

Not infrequently operators of large livestock companies who placed hired
men upon such locations to hold them found their confidence misplaced;
for the man, realizing he could not be held to any contract, would himself
either sell out to some other person or else repeat the hold up process with
his employer

Where the land was especially valuable for stock-watering purposes, a cer-
tain class of land script which could be placed on unsurveyed land was used,.
but it was an expensive process and only to be used where the range so con-
trolled by the watering place was worth the cost

Fortunately for the progress of the range industry in later years whcn tli
national forests were established the Forest Service was able to put an end
to these conflicts. The service is proud of the fact that in the 20 years the
forest ocers have been handling grazing on these areas there has been but
one armed conflict between the cattlemen and sheeproen.

WABTrn3I AGa METHODS

No matter what class of stock was grazed, whether sheep, cattle, or horses,
the owners "gave no heed for the morrow." It was a clear case of "first
come first served and the devil take the hindmost." No man could lay claim
legally to a single acre of the public domain ranges, except the comparatively
small spots taken up under the homestead laws and whlh were generally
used only for headquarters or to produce a lIttle winter feed for the saddle
horses, milk cows, and other domestic animals about the settler's home.

Nobody dared save an acre for future uses, knowing full well it would be
sought out by some nomad with a hungry band of stock, and the feed eaten
o to the grass roots In Sl)itc of the protests of the party of the first part.

Its as much mine as yours uns the common ansuer to such protests After
such an experience nobody found It worth while to gave a piece of range for
his stock or leue a single blade of grass on the ground when he moved his
stock in the fall.



A FEW STACKS OF HAY ARE AN INSURANCE AGAINST WINTER LOSSES THAT
HAVE NEVER YET FAILED TO JUSTIFY THEIR COST
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Every spring the herds of sheep followed the melting snows 1nto the high
mountain meadows just as soon as the ground was uncovered. Not a thought
was given to the tiny leaves of the forage plants just poking their tender
points out of the soft, wet soil. The hungry sheep fed it off just as fast as
it grew, and their sharp hoofs trampled and cut up the sod until bare wastes
took the place of grassy meadows and bunchgrass hillsides. Here again it
was first come first served. From the pinnacles the owners watched with
jealous eyes each other's progress into the high ranges. By day the cloud
of dust that rose above the migrating herds, and by night the fires built to
keep off the predatory animals, showed the advance of the rival herds. Also,
the fires were seldom extinguished when the herd moved on, and as the forest
burned an added devastation followed the stockmen's course into the mountains.

The average band in the early days numbered from 2,500 to 3,000 head of
dry sheepfar too many to be handled properly or graze on the range without
injuring the forage plants. The owners saved the wages of one herder per-
haps, but lost far more in other ways, not counting the damage such great
masses of animals did to the range, a thing to which unfortunately they gave
little heed.

Perhaps the stockmen of those pioneer days should not be held to too strict
an accountablity for their range practices. It was all a new proposition to
them. Few of them knew the first rudiments of forage growth or plant re-
quirements. They mostly grew up with the pioneer idea that when the feed
in a certain region was gone there was more "over the range" to which
they could move their herds and flocks.

This reckless competition could not have but one end. The mountains were
turned Into dust heaps; the old forage plants were gnawed to the roots and so
weakened that they failed to grow. Worthless weeds and annuals took their
place. The willows along the streams and meadows were eaten down to walk-
ing stIcks. The meadows, stripped of their green covering, dried out. The
forage cover gone, the freshets tore through the meadows leaving great gashes
in the sod and soil, which cut down deeper and deeper, draining the land as
successfully as any Corn lielt farmer ever drained his water-logged fields with
machinery and tiling. Then the areas grew brilliant under purple Iris, a sure
sign of forage-plant decadence in a mountain meadow, and their value for
grazing purposes was almost gone.

Down in the open plains much the same process was followed. In the early
days when surface water was scarce many large areas could be grazed only
when snow was on the ground and the snow banks could be used for watering
places. Mostly these were the winter ranges that under usual conditona were
free from grazing animals all summer long. This gave the forage plants an
opportunity to grow op. wider normal conditions and cure on the, ground for
winter use Thus when the stock came down from the mountains in the fill
they found the fresh winter ranges waiting for them, stocked with feed çmugh
to last through the long nongrowing season

As the herds increased and the need for additional range became a serious
matter, the stockmen went into these winter ranges and built reservoirs or
dams in which they impounded the flood waters during the spring months
when the snows were melting or caught the summer floods in the summer
rainy seasons.

At first they meant to use these ranges during the winter only; but as they
had no control over them stoeknien from other points drove their herds onto
them and used the water so kindly provided. Thus in a very short time these
winter ranges that should have been kept as re5erve pastures intact and unused
during the ummer months were being grazed the year round

pxosza woan Os' THE s'OEEST szavicn

It Is well to mention here the real constructive pioneering work whlchthe
Forest Service has done for the management of livestock on the open ranges.
Never before in the hIstory of any riaUon had this subject been taken up by a
government force in .a constructive manner and methods of control put Into
effect that hd for their purpose the protection of the forage cover on lands
in public owner'hip Indeed very little had ever been done along these lines
on private lands It was a new science and a new field of adventure. It
culled for a complete overturning of venerable and long-established Ideas and
methods. There were neither precedents nor guides to follow; the men in
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charge built up their system of regulated grazing from the very foundatioa
stones.

Day by day the men who handled the grazing of livestock on the national
forests built up their system. They met and solved each problem as it came
up. They created a new nomenclature of grazing terms. They trained an
educated body of technical and practical grazing.experts. They made errors
but were quick to profit by them. Their job sprang into being almost over-
night. In a comparatively short space of time millions of acres of public land,
used for over 50 years by western stockmen without let or hindrance for the
grazing of their sheep or cattle, were placed under almost absolute control.

That the majority of the western range stockmen did not take kindly to this
new scheme of Government supervision and for several years were decidedly
hostile to the idea did not make the situation any less difficult. But the men
of the Forest Service thrived on discouragement and criticism. They never
admitted defeat and were never for a moment inclined to swerve from what
they felt was their duty to the Nation as they saw it.

In the last few years every civilized nation in the world has sent its experts
and scientists to this country to study the methods of the Forest Service in
handling the livestock on large open ranges. Men from India, Sweden, Norway,
Germany, Japan, England, China, and Russia have come to the service as the
fountainhead of information on grazing matters.

When the national forests were established, the rules and regulations of the
Forest Service, which require permittees to own a certain amount of cultivated
land and water for livestock and to produce sufficient forage to carry their
stock through the winter period, automatically cut out of the forest ranges
a large number of stock, especially sheep owned by men whose nomadic
natures rebelled against the investment of a dollar In lands of any kind. They
had used the public domain so many years without oversight or supervision
that they could not grasp the fact that a new era in the western grazing
ranges had come about. They would not accept any of the restrictions as to
management of their herds while on the forest areas, which the grazing ex-
perts of the Forest Service felt were necessary to protect the timber, re-
vegetate the almost ruined ranges, and keep the stock from suffering from
hunger during the winter period. "Why should we be compelled to provide
a ton of hay for each cow or for every so many sheep?" they asked. "If the
stock die on the winter ranges for lack of feed, it's not the business of the
Forest Service to stop it. It's our loss, not theirs." These men, unable to
secure permits on the forests, turned to the public domain as a last resort.

But the men of the Forest Service persisted In their requirements as to pro-
,ldlng feed for winter. They felt the loss of livestock was not wholly a private
matter. The Nation was interested in conservation of every kind. Dead sheep
or cattle furnished neither wool nor beef. The lack of foresight or indifference
on th part of the livestock owners, was In the judgment of these foresters,
something with which the whole Nation was concerned. They could not en-
force their Ideas upon everybody, but inasmuch as they were able to take care
of only about a third of the livestock in the several range States In which
national forests were situated, It became a question of deciding as to which
of a number of applicants should be granted the grazing privileges. This
enabled them to select for permittees those progressive stockmen who owned
such lands.

Through this selective process, they had a line opportunity to carry out
their ideas as to range and animal conservation. So they furnished grazing to
those men only who could show they met the Forest Service requirements as
to the provision for feeding the animals in winter should the need arrive. That
such a plan was sound has been shown repeatedly, but possibly never so clearly
as during the winter and spring of 1919-20. Probably no more serious range
ondiUons have ever been known throughout the western range States, gen-

erally than obtained that winter and spring. The losses among sheep and
cattle were unprecedently heavy In spite of thousands of dollars spent for sup-
plemental feed.

It was noticeable, however, that the stockmen who held permits on national
forest ranges were better provided for such an emergency than their neighbors.
The requirements of the Forest Service had obliged them to own farm lands
and show a productlon of forage crops consistent with the number of livestock
they owned. In consequence of this obligation, these perinittee stockmen had
the feed on hand ready for use, and thus did not suffer losses as heavy as
did their neighbors not so well equipped for a hard winter. Under prevsiling
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use of the open ranges throughout the far West, no stockman should go Into
a winter without some supply of feed located as near his winter ranges as is
possible. A big stack of hay is an insurance against loss that has never yet
failed to justify its cost.

Errurr ox rua FoRsoE CovER or UxamuLam GRAZINO -

From the beginning of history there has been frequent comment on the
damage to ground cover, forage plants, and general vegetation caused by un-
restricted, uncontrolled grazing of livestock, in every part of the civilized
world. Some of the earliest references to this matter are clearly set forth
in the books of the Old Testament.

When in their distress from the devastating droughts in Canaan, Joseph's
brothers came to him for help, he took them to the great Pharaoh, whose
favorite he was at that time. But, before he did so, the wily Joseph suggested
that when the King inquired as to their business, they should say that their
trade had been about cattle and that they wished to dwell in the Land of
Goshen.

"For," said Joseph, "every shepherd is an abomination to the Egyptians."
(Genesis: 46.)

The Land of Goshen was a triangular-shaped piece of country, bounded on
the south by the line of the present Suez Canal, on the west by the Nile, and
on the north by the Lake of Menzaleh. It Is possible that it was set aside as a
special sheep-grazing area, and thus kept that class of stock from injuring
the other ranges used by the Egyptiens for grazing their camels and cattle.
Even in those days, however, the sheapmasters seem to have had their troubles
through too many stock On the ranges, for in several different places the
Biblical writers tell of the shepherds "taking their flocks to distant pastures"
because of the lack of grass and water upon their usual grazing grounds.

Not only did these old graziers overstock their ranges but, like some of
their modern successors, they also abused the land. The Prophet Ezekiel had
occasion to find fault with them for the wasteful way In which they grazed
pastures. Speaking to the shepherls of Israel, he says:

"Woe unto thee, shepherds' of Israelseemeth it a small thing unto you to
have eaten up the good pasture, but ye tread down with your feet the residue
of your pastures."

Here was a public range being damaged by livestock over which even the
governors of the country evidently had no control.

That these Palestine ranges supported an immense number of livestock Is
established by rather definite statements throughout the Old Testament If
the Investigator Is to accept these figures as correct, and there Is no valid
reason for doubting them, some of the Individual holdings must have been
extremely large.

For Instance, at the celebration of the completion of the temple, King
Solomon, according to the seventh chapter of second Chronicles, sacrificed no
less than 22,000 oxen and 120,000 head of sheep. Also In second Kings, third
chapter, we read, that-

"Mesha, King of Moab, was a sheepmaster and rendered unto the King of
Israel an hundred thousand lambs and an hundred thousand rams with the
wooL"

There are several large sheep owners In our western range country, but not
one of them could furnish at one time as many as 200,000 sheep from his
flocks, as did this King of Palestine whose sheep ranges lay In the rough
mountains near the Dead Sea.

When the sons of Ruben made war against the Hagarlues, as part of their
spoIls of conquest, they

"Took away their cattle; of their camels fifty thousand, and of their sheep
two hundred and fifty thousand." (First Chronicles, 5-21.)

This was In the land of 011ead, somewhere east of the Jordan River. It
must have been a very rich grazing ground with a large carrying capacity
considering the comparatively small area of land embraced within the limits
of Palestine.

Moses sent the children of Israel to war against the Midlanites, and after
the war they came home triumphant bringing with them among other things
a tremendous booty In livestock.

"And the booty being the rest of the prey which the men of war had
caught, was six hundred thousand and seventy thousand and five thousand
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head of sheep and the beeves were thirty and six thousand, and the asses
were thirty and five thousand." (Numbers, 32-31.)

Six hundred and seventy-five thousand head of sheep seems an almost im-
possible number to be taken as a booty in war and driven back to the home
of the fighting al-my. That this once wonderfully productive rängè in Palestine
suffered from this overgrazing is fairly weU established by the general condi-
tion of the country, as reported by both early and modern writers, who have
described its barren, arid plains and treeless mountains, caused undoubtedly by
the lack of conservation in its use by the stockmen of early times.

For many centuries the occupation of a region, civilized or semicivilized,
seems to have been followed almost invariably by damage to the ground cover.
On this subject one well-known authority writes:

"There are good reasons to believe that the surface of the habitable earth
in all the climates and regions which have been the abodes of dense and civi-
lized population was with few exceptions already covered with a forest growth
when it first became the home of man. * * These evidences are
strengthened by observations of the natural economy of our own time, for
whenever a tract of country once inhabited and cultivated by man is abandoned
by him and by domestic animals and surrendered to the undisturbed influences
of spontaneous nature, its soil sooner or later clothes itself with herbaceous
and arborescent plants and at no long interval with a dense forest growth.
(Marsh, "The earth as modified by human action," p. 147.)

" I am convinced that forests would soon cover many parts of the Arabian
ant African deserts if man and domestic apiinnls, especially the goat and the
camel, were banished, from them." (Ibid. p. 149.)

Marsh especially objected to the foregoing two animals, because of their
love for browse and their ability to break off and masticate the dry, thorny
branches of the desert shrubs. -

"Young trees sprout plentifully around the springs and along the winter
watercourses of the desert," he continues; "In the shade of these trees annual
grasses and perennial shrubs shoot up, but are mown down by the hungry
cattle of the Bedouin as fast as they grow. A. few years of undisturbed vege-
tation would suffice to cover such pointS with groves, and thesewould gradually
extend themselves over soils' where now scarcely any green, thing except the
bitter coloeynth and the poisonous foxglove is ever seen." (Ibid.)
'"The French traveler, Largean, believes the Sahara to have been anciently
well watered and well wooded, and to have been reduced to its present condi-
tion by the folly and Improvidence of man.?!" (La Pays de Rirha, Paris, 1879;,
Marsh, p. 15.) -

Marsh exonerates wild animnis from this destructive process, believing that
"so far as in known, it [their grazing habiti appears to be conservative rather
than pernicious." (Ibid p 83)" He remarks further: '?But while the: wild
animal does not appear to be a destructive agency in the garden of nature, his
domestic congenors are eminently so.?' (Ibi(L p. 84.)

This matter of- the grazing habits of wild: game has often been- discussed
In connection with the apparent absence of- overgrazing, on the western plains
where the buffalo was found In huge 'herds by the earliest explorers. These
herds were said to be "uncountable,": "Innumerable," "inexhaustible," and
their extinction deerned-aliñost Impossible.. Undoubtedly the. total number of
buffalo on our western plains ran into many millions, but under civilized
man's attacks they lasted- not over 20 years and then were almost obliterated.
The migratory habits 'of these 'as well as- other grazing game animals In the
peziodbefore civilized occupation of the plains tended "to control and restrict-
their movements to and from their seasonal feeding grounds was In Its char
aeter a fine example of what grazing experts of to-day dssignate as "deferred
and rotation grazing." Each region was grazed in turn slowly and thoroughly,
and then left to rest and grow, to mature and deposit the seeds of the grasses,
thus securing regular reproduction.

TE OftlGVAL rORAGE COVES OF THE GESAT PL!B

It is fortunate that we have some rather full and satisfactory written record,s
as to the nature and extent of the weeds and grasses that covered the Great
Plains country-used by the buffalo,'of which eól]slderabie still remains as part
of the public domain.

Early in 1540 Coronado, the Spanish captain, organized an expedition to
explore the region to the north of the present Republic of Mexico. Re



DESERT AREA IN SOUTHWESTERN ARIZONA OF VERY LOW CARRYING
CAPACITY. RAINFALL SELDOM OVER 4 INCHES PER ANNUM

Forage principally mesquite browse and the beans. In some exceptional seasons with fall
rains some short-lived annuals are found here which furnish some excellent feed for a
few weeks
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gathered his forces and supplies on the west coast of Mexico near Culiacan,
from which point he left for the north on April 22, 1540, reaching the present
pueblo of Zuni, In northern New Mexico, on Tuly 7 of the same year. It
took him some time to get his expedition ready for the march to the northeast
in search ofadventure and spoils, and it was not until April 23, 1541, that he
set forth from near the present city of Las Vegas, N. Mex., marching steadily
to the northeast across the great' grassy plains of what Is now eastern Colorado
and western Kansas, following approximately the route of the old Santa Fe
Trail. By the middle of August he and his army had marched as far to the
east as tile great bend of the Arkansas River In eastern-central Kansas. This
route has been definitely located through references In the historian's story to
some high bluffs on river banks along which the army marched for some days.

Within the past year or two near the town of Lundsborg In McPherson
County, Kans., north of the Great Bend Excavations on i hill near the town were
uncovered evidences of Spanish occupation of that spot, many buttons, coins,
and other metal articles of Spanish origin having been unearthed. This
makes it fairly certain that Coronado penetrated as far east as that point,
which is about a hundred miles west of Topeka and about 75 miles north of
Hutchinson, Kans. From here he turned and retraced his steps to New Mexico
and thence down the Rio Grande to Mexico proper.

The story of this daring journey out into the midst of a vast unknow'i
region is told in detail by Castenada, the historian of the expedition, who
noted many matters which to-day are of great interest. Certainly one would
never expect a soldier to take notice of the prolific growth of grass that
covered the plains but in this interesting narritive we read

"Who could believe that 1,000 horses and 500 of our cows and more than
5,000 rams and ewes and more than 1,500 friendly Indians and servants In
traveling over these plains would leave no more trace where they had passed
than If nothing had been therenothing--so that it was necessary to make
piles of bones and cow dung now and then so that the rear guard could follow
the army." (Castenada's narration "Relacion." Winship translation; 14th
nnnuai report Bureau of Entomology)

There must have been a tremendously heavy growth of grass to bring 'forth
such comment as Castenada has here made.

Mr. Alexander Majors, the well-known western pioneer of the overland
freighting firm of Russell, Majors & Waddell, wrote of this as follows:

I have been grazing cattle on the plains and in the valleys and mountains
for 20 years, and during that time have never had less than 500 head of work
cattle, and for two winters, those of 1857 and 185S I wintered 15,000 head of
heavy work oxen on the plains each winter. My experience extends from El
Paso, on the Rio Grande, to 100 miles north of Fort Benton, in Montana. Our
stock is worked during the summer and comes to the winter, herding ground
thin. There It grazes withOut shelter hay and grain being unknown. By
spring the cattle are in good working order and many of them fat enough for
beef. During these 20 years the firm with which I have been connected has
wintered many cattle on hay and corn in Missouri and Arkanss, and I am
sure the percentage of loss of those wintered In this country is less than it
was in those States with food and shelter The country west of the Missouri
River Is one vast pasture, affording unequaled summer and winter grazing,
where sheep, horses, and cattle can be raised with' only the cost of herding."
(Rept. U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, 1870, p. 303.)

Ia 1868 Gen. Luther P. Bradley, commanding certain United States Army
posts in the Great Plains region, reported to the War Department on the char-
acter of the grazing on the plains as follows:

"The value of this country for grazing may be estimated from the fact that
good, fine grasses grow evenly all over the country; that the air is so fine
that the grasi,es care all over the ground without losing any of their nutriment
and that the climate Is so mthl and genial that toek can range and feed all tin'
winter and i.eep in excellent condition without artrflcial shelter or fodder
The fact of grasses curing on the ground Is a well-known peculiarity of all
the high country on the eastern slope of the mountains, and in this consists
the great value of this Immense range for grazing purposes. I believe that
all the fioc and herds in the world could find ample pasturage on these un-
occupied plains and the mountain slopes beyond; and the time is not far
distant when the largest flocks and herds in the world will be found here.
where the grass grows and ripens untouched from year to year." (Report,
1840, U. 5. j)pt of Agriculture, p. 304.)

96780-26 3
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Is it at all surprising that with such reports and such conditions before
them the pioneer stockmen who went into this region believed sincerely the
range was so vast as to be impossible of overstocking? Certainly they may be-
forgiven for using such words to express its extent as "illimitable," "never
ending," "boundless," "inexhaustible," etc. To them, with nothing in the-
past to guide them in their estimates, these great grassy plains seemed Inex-
haustible indeed. Yet within a comparatively short period of time these-
grazing and forage conditions had so changed as to attract the attention even
in that early day of experts who noted the manner in which the forage plants
were being ruined by unregulated grazing. They predicted that unless some-
strong, and protecting arm could be placed about these lands they would eventu-
ally be completely devastated and their value as a great natural resource
wholly lost.

Discussing this matter of overgrazing and injured ranges a report published
in 1898 gives a very clear statement as to the character of the early grazing-
and the evils of overstocking that were already apparent on the wonderful
prairies of the State of Texas. We read:

"A stoekman who traveled with a herd of cattle through San Saba, Toni
Green, and Taylor Counties in the summer of 1867, when that country was
very sparsely settled, says that the grass was everywhere from 1 to 3 feet
high, and that sometimes it was as high as a cow's back, not only on the-
bottom lands but also in places on the drier uplands. At that time there is
little doubt that the range would have supported 300 head of cattle to the-
square mile. It was an ideal stock country.

"Now, at the end of 30 years (1898), almost every condition has changed..
The carrying capacity of the range has steadily decreased until it is an ex-
ceptional property that can carry one head of stock to 5 acres. It Is claimed
that was the common average rate 10 years ago. To-day it requires at least
10 acres per head, and it is often considered not the best policy to put on more-
than 50 cows to the section of 640 acres

"This overstocking of the ranges has continued year after year, through
good seasons and bad ones, until it is the opinion of some of the most exper1..
enced cowmen of central Texas that the injury has gone almost past the
point where redemption Is possible. The ranges have been almost ruined, andy
if not renewed will soon be past all hope of permanent improvement.

"Not only have the ranges been overstocked, but, the prairie dog and the
jack rabbit have also been damaging 'the land until the best natural grasa
country In the United States has been almost destroyed. It is not yet too late-
to remedy the evil, but no time is to be lost"

TBF OPEN EANGES OF vo-DAYi925

At the present time it is estimated that about 586,000,000 acres, or nearly-
one-thfrd of the total land area of the United States, Is arid or semiarid,.
valuable only for range and pasturage purposes. Practically, all of this, lies
In the far West- The 186 000 000 acres of this pasture land still owned by the
Federal Government is known officially as "unappropriated and unreserved
public lands." The remaining 400,000,000 aCres are located mainly in the same
region, but held under several different forms of ownership: Indian reserva-
tions State lands railroad land grants, Spanish land grants unimproved in
farms and privately owned not in farms There Is also about 90 000 000 acres
of this class of land included in the national forests, the greater part of which
is used for grazing llvestoek

It Is thIs 186,000,000 acres of public domain, the remnant of our publie--

estate that have not as yet gone out of the hands of the Federal Government
into private ownership, that constitute the public 'domain problem of to-day.
It Is still a national property, under no administration whatever, and as to Its
protection or preservation a veritable "no man's land." At the present time it-
Is so badly overgrazed as to' be more of a liability than an asset.

Twenty five years ago when there were nearly 300 000 000 acres of public-
domain not greatly injured by uncontrolled grazing, it offered one of the finest
Opportunities for constructive development work this country has known, one-
fully equal to that of the' forests of the country. Since that time the more-
valuable portions of It have gone into private ownership through the operation
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of the Federal land laws and grants by Congress to States, until what is left
is more or less scattered, divided up by private holdings, and in many in-
stances lying in small isolated units not well adapted to Federal supervision.

Its 186,000,000 acres cover more area than Texas, the largest of our States,
with 170,000,000 acres. It is slightly below the combined areas of California
(113,000,000 acres) and Montana (00,000,000 acres), the second and third
States in size. Certainly a large enough property to be given some thought
and study as to its future use by its owners, the people of the United States.

If some other country proposed to donate to this. Nation an area of almost
any kind of land as large as Texas lying Inside or even adjacent to our
boundaries, it would surely be accepted without looking the gift horse in the
mouth." And yet this matter of the conservation and proper use of the public
domain, although agitated for 30 or 40 years, has apparently been of little
public or official concern.

Broadly speaking, it has little present economic use excepting perhaps to do
Its part in holding the rest of the country together. Its values have been de-
stroyed by years of unrestricted grazing until Its principal usefulness has
almost been wiped out. It may well be called a shining example of our national
trait of spoliation and destruction wherever our natural resources have been
involved and stands to-day a monument to our lack of foresight and happy-go-
lucky methods of managing these resources.

The situation is, however, not quite hopeless. Overgrazed lands can and
have been restored to their full grazing values through methods that will allow
the continued but reasonable use of the lands and at the same time restore the
forage cover gradualiy but progressively.

The success of the Forest Service along these lines In handling oc-ergrazed
forest lands which lie close to or immediately adjacent to much of the present
public domain speaks for itself. It is not now a question of can it be done,
but merely a matter of does the country want it to be done; not a question of
methods but one of action.

The proper plan of management of this remaining acreage of the public
domain is the big problem which this bulletin is intended to cover.

DEFrcvruoN or PUBLIC DoMAIN

"The public domain or public lands, the property of the Nation and subject
to legislative control and disposition by Congress alone, is the area acquired by
treaty, capture, cession by States, conquest, or purchase, lying In what is known
as the land States and Territories."

Cn.aac-rxa oF Gu&zn'ta LANDS IN TIlE Punuc DoIIAIN

WASyE OR ITNIYSAELZ LAIID$

Of the 1&1000,000 acres included in the general name "public domain" a
large acreage may well be dropped from grazing consideration owing to Its
desert character. .

Briefly, there are Included In it three great arid wastes upon which little
or no forage of any kind now grows, excepting In southwestern Arizona, where
the annual crop of mesquite beans furnishes considerable nutritious feed for
livestock of all kinds during several weeks In some years but not In every year.
Other, forage is, however, so extremely limited that these mesquite areas can
not be used to any extent for general grazing purposes. -

The first of these waste areas is known as the Salt Lake Desert, which Is a
vast saline-alkaline area west of the Salt Lake, mostly In Utah, a small part In
Nevada, the ground for the greater part being absolutely bare of all forage
growth

The second is the region about the Salton Sea and the Death Valley, In
southern and southeastern California, where vegetation Is so extremely limited
excepting on a 'few comparatn ely small oases as to make its use for grazing
animals entirely out of the question.

The third lies In southwestern Arizona east of Yuma and west of the (lila
and Salt River meridian, extending from the Mexican boundary on the south
to about 51) miles north of the line of the Southern Pacthc Railroad. Some
scattered forage plants are found here on small areas but not widely enough

The PuNk Domain and Statistics. published b the IL GOTnIumit, 1883, pt 1.
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In smaller units elsewhere, It Is safe to figure that approxImately 10 per cent
of all the public lands now remaining in Federal ownership should be de-
ducted from the total and not taken Into consideration as of any grazing
value whatever.

GRAWO LA1DB

This leaves about 160.000,000 acres of public domain range which may
reasonably be considered a national grazing resource to be u.sed under some
form of range management that is suited to the character of the forage and
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distributed to make regular grazing possible. Here the mesquite trees furnish
some grazing at certain periods of the year, and occasionally with an un-
usually fine rainy season in the late fall the desert has a fine growth of annual
weeds and grasses which could he used by livestock if they could reach it
in time.

Areas such as these three on which the average annual rainfall is only
about 4 inches should be left out of consideration in any studies for the utiliza-
tion of the public domath ranges, as they can not be depended upon as a
source of forage supply. Including these areas and similar bodies of land
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the supply of stock water either available now or to be furnished through
artificial methods. These will be earth reservoirs of large capacity to catch
and impound flood waters, supplemented by wells wherever well water can be
obtained without too great expense.

On part of these lands the carrying capacity is so low and the acreage
required to carry one cow so large (50 to 60 acres) that unusually high costs
for water development can not possibly be considered until such time as the
mounting prices of meat may justify the expenditure.

sriuxo RAIcOES

Of the 160,000,000 acres suitable for grazing, about 15 or 20 per cent is
spring range; the remainder is winter range and should be used only during
that part of the year. Here and there are comparatively small areas on
which the forage plants are rather short lived and must be grazed if at all
for a short season in the early spring months;

A typical area of this kind is the great desert range in the Salt River
Valley of Arizona. If the fall and winter rains are fairly normal in this desert,.
which for nine mouths of the year is almost barren of all forage growth, except
the mesquite trees and creosote brush, becomes one of the most wonderful
grazing areas known in the West. By the middle of February the alfilarla
(Erodistm cicutarium) turns the whole desert into a field of brilliant green
until the range looks like a vast field of alfalfa. Its carrying capacity Is very
high and the forage growth is so rapid that, although it is heavily stocked
by both sheep and cattle, very little impression Is made on the feed. For
putting a finish and "bloom" on range lambs it has no rival. This feed seldom
lasts more than two months at the outside. When the change comes, the pink
blossoms of the plant fade, its leaves turn brown, and the whole plant dries
out; the winds break It off at the ground; it blows into high windrows, piles
up against bushes, or drifts with the wind into the deep arroyos and fills them
to the top with a dead and now useless vegetation.

With the alfilaria Is associated a fine forage weed geranium (G. vtcosissi-
mum), also several short.Iived grasses, poverty grass (Aristida reverchoni),
bronco grass (Bramug rubens), and several other awned grasses, which if
grazed when young and tender furnish very good spring feed, but which
when full grown are very objectionable forage plants because of the dry awns
that work into the lips, eyes, and even the bodies of the stock.

In almost every part of the western range States there are some of these
early spring ranges which lie at intermediate elevations, below the high moan
tam ranges, and above the lower valleys. The feed upon them must be
utilized In a comparatively short period or they lose their freshness and forage
values. As a rule these early ranges make admirable lambing grounds for
stockmen, and large acreages have been acquired under the land laws or else
purchased from the States by the sheepmen for such uses. In this way the
major portIon of the spring ranges have passed out of the hands of the
Federal Government into private ownership.

The foothill region along the western slope of the Sierras from Lake Tahoe
south to the edge of the Mojave Desert is an outstanding piece of spring range
of high value to the farmers and stockmea located In the San Joaquin and

- other valleys west of this range.
Generally speaking, throughout the western range States the majority of

these spring ranges have withstood the ravages of unregulated use without
the injury or deterioration that has followed grazing on other areas of the
public domain In fact in a large number of instances they may be said to
have been somewhat improveda rather interesting consequence. The reason,
of course Is fairly ob%lous. The season during which the ranges can be used.
is very short, because the plants on them springup and mature very rapidly.
If not grazed while young and tender they dry out and become unpalatable,
and the stokman is compelled by force of circumstances to move on and seek
fresher range This drying-out process allows the "eed to mature and thus
the plant is reproduced year after year even under he'ivv grazing

It is rather Interesting to know that nearly all the Important forage plants
on these spring ranges are not native but are strangers in our land immigrants
from foreign countries On the foothill and semidesert ranges in California
along the western slope of the Sierras In the great San oaqum Valley and
In other areas especially in the Southwest the foxtail (Hordeum spp.) bronco
grass (Bromus rubeng) poverty grass (Aristida spp) and the wonderful
alfilaria (Erodium spp) or tllaree are all importations into this country
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In southern Utah an annual locally known as June grass (Bromus tectorum)
more properly downy brome, has come In on the rough foothill ranges along
the western slope of the Wasatch Mountains within the memory of compara-
tively young men. In all these regions these plants undoubtedly- have been
brought into the ranges they now occupy by means of seeds buried in the wool
of trailing sheep and scattered wherever they grazed. Through such means
they have been distributed over the entire West wherever their needs were met
as to soil, moisture, etc. The spread of alfllaria from the Pacific coast all over
the West, even into some high altitudes of the Rockies, and out on the plains
of eastern Oregon, is a study in itself. In 1915 the writer found this plant
growing along a railroad siding in the Palouse Valley of southeastern Wash-
J.ngton. A little investigation showed its origin through the unloading for feed
and rest of a train load of sheep from southern California a few years before.

Undoubtedly all of these introduced species came into the far West by way
of sheep imported through the Golden Gate from South America (the alihlarla
came from Chile), Australia, and European countries, for In the early years
millions of sheep were trailed from Californian ranges over the Sierras and
Cascades into adjoining States. The traffing of shep from the eastern coast
of Mexico up into Arizona and New Mexico undoubtedly spread certain seeds
over that region. This began as early as 1541, when Coronado's army brought
with them into these States cattle and sheep on foot for feeding the soldiers.
The Jesuit priests who followed the conquistadores in later years also brought
many sheep with them from Mexico.

June grass In Utah grows so luxuriantly as to make it considerable of a fire
hazard on those ranges adjacent to and often inside the boundaries of national
forests, so that keeping it grazed down becomes a problem for the forester as
well as the grazing expert

These spring ranges start very early in the year, reach maturity in a com-
paratively short time, and generally speaking, by the end of June are dry and
yellow and have lost their value as a grazing resource for that season

WINTER RANGES

As heretofore stated the major portion of the grazing lands on the existing
public domain should be classed as winter range, or range to be grazed only
during the winter. These lands are broadly what is defined throughout the
West as "sagebrush lands," the predominant vegetation being the several varie-
ties of sage (Artemisia spp.), shadseale (A. canescens), common sage (A.
trüJ.entata), bud brush (A spinesëens) , and such browse plants, together with
considerable numbers of grasslike plants and weeds.

In the early days these semidesert ranges were not considered so valuable to
the stockinen as were the summer ranges in the foothills and mountains. This
was doubtless because there was'practically an unlimited amount of desert
range available to everyone who desired to use it. The homesteader had not
as yet invaded the desert country, and when the stock came from the summer
ranges, fat and well grown, the owners could drift out into the vast unoccu-
pied winter ranges lying open to them and find them ready for their coming.

To-day thIS has all been changed. Limited as Is the summer range, never-
theless the winter ranges as a savings bank upon which local livestock men
may draw during the long winter season have been greatly reduced first
because of settlement, and next and more far-reaching because of the abuse
they have received at the hands of the stockmen using them. Lacking public
winter range for his stock the owner must now provide either private pastures
or hay and other artificial feed. This Is far more expensive than handling the
animals upon open pasture lands where they can take care of themselves with
comparatively small labor cost Therefore as a general rule the winter ranges
of to-day have high value to the stockmen of the range regions Here and
there as part of the public domain will be found some lands suitable for early
spring use as outlined on page 159, and In some Instances for summer use; but
as a general thing the remaining public domain pasture lands are most valuable
for winter use In the production of livestock In the range regions and should
be considered and managed along such lines.

In order to study thei,e winter ranges in detail It seems advisable to select
from the whole public domain a few outstanding areas where the present use
Is heavy, the demand strong, and the grazing conditions really serious. Taking
a wide view of the range region generally one can locate well-defined outstand-
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ing bodies of land on the public domain that will be fairly representative of
the region in which they lie. These are the 'Red Desert" region, in southern
Wyoming; the socalled "West Desert," in western Utah and, eastern Nevada;
the Owyhee Desert, in southern Idaho and southeastern Oregon; and the
'desert ranges of southern Nevada. These four areas are comparable In every
way with the rest of the public lands around them and are typical as to
forage, watering places, either natural or artificially provided, period of use,
-and class of stock which can most satisfactorily and economically use them.

In addition to these are the "Ralston Desert," in southern Nevada, the sage-
brush range lying along the Rio Grande In northern New Mexico and running
-as far north as the little hamlet of Antonito, Cob., and an area In southeastern
-Oregon. Each is of large acreage and of approximately the same character as
to forage cover, watering places, seasonal use, and lack of value for any other
nse than the grazing of livestock, like the rest of the public domain in theIr
-vicinity.

Tini Rzn DEsRwr Rszirorc

LOCATION AND rORAGE COvER

According to Dr. Aven Nelson,' "the area originally designated by the name
Red Desert' is but a small part of what Is now considered as within Its

-boundaries. (See map, p. 1598.) The name first applied to a tract possibly
less than 15 or 20 miles in extent characterized by the peculiar red-clay soil
'of the Wasatch Eocene formation. The larger Red Desert as now understood
includes, however, all that arid section of salt Impregnated soil in southern
Wyoming In which the salt sages predominate."

It lies astride the Continental Divide, above 6,000 feet, the railroad sta-
lion at Creston being the highest point, 7,038 feet. The rainfall is light. The
-winter snows furnish the greater part of the stock water and the moisture
necessary for the scant vegetation, which fortunately, being a product of the
soil of the region, Is able to function and reproduce under such arid conditions.

Broadly speaking, Doctor Nelson found the region covered an area about 85
to 130 miles in extent, or approximately 7,000,000 acres. Tile vegetation con-
sists mainly of the common sage (A. tridentata), bud brushbud sage--(A.
spinescens), salt sage (A. nuttaflii), winter fat (A. anato), and shadscale
(A. confrtifoZia). -

Along certain "wet weather" watercourses are some of the willows (SaU.r
pp.), rabbit brush (Chrysothunznus), chokecherry, mountain mahogany
(Cercocarpus), greasewood (Barcobatus) , etc., while scattered through the
brushy feed are several varieties of the western wheat grasses (Agropjrrom
.sppj, salt grasses (Sporoboius airoides), and such plants. In certain parts
the hills carry small bodies of juniper and cedar trees.

When Doctor Nelson explored the region iii 1897 the range was in excellent
.condition, and, according to the stoekmen Interviewed, was actually Improv-
ing. He estimated the number of sheep and cattle grazing on the area for
'the winter season of five months beginning about November 1 at from 300,000
-to 500,000 for the winter of 1S96-i)7. He obtained figures from some local
stock owners showing that probably 800,000 sheep used the area during that
-winter, 1896-07.

Surrounded on all sides by timber-covered mountain ranges upon which the
-sheep graze during the summer months, this Red Desert regloa is naturally.
in great demand for winter grazing. On leaving their summer ranges the
sheep drift slowly out of the foothill country, reaching the real desert during

ovember and leaving It early in April The rolling broken nature of the
-desert furnishes ample shelter from blizzards and drifting snows, although in
some years during periods of long snowstorxns unaccompanied by high winds
to blow the snow from the hillsides and give the animals an opportunity to
find some feed the sheepxnen have suered heavy losses. In later years tile
line been partly overcome by providing at certain poInts on the range supplies
l)f concentrated feed such as corn chop, cottonseed cake, and In many In-
stances baled. hay This feed Is located dursag the fall at strategic points so

'The Red Desert of Wyonilng: its rerage Resources; Aven NeIoo, U, 8. Dept. of Agri
-culture, Diy of Agrostology Bulletin No. 13.
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Several livestock cooperative associations entered into agreements with the
railroad company for leasing the lands, the leases being granted to the asso-
ciation In solid tracts and then allotted to the several members, based upon
the number of sheep they represented in the organization. In this manner
they have been able greatly to reduce the number of outside sheep using
the area, although decisions of Federal courts prevented the lessees from
securing absolute control of all the land, railroad, and Government. The
courts decided that ingress and egress to the intermingled Government lands
could not be denied to any person provided the herds moved with reasonable
prompthess and no unnecessary damage was done to the private lands crossed.

This naturauy opened the region to the nomadic sheep owner, who under
pretext of using the Government lands intermingled with the railroad lands
grazed across them back and forth about as h pleased, handling his sheep
in such a manner as to make It difficult to maintain trespass proceedings
against him under State laws.

Moreover, the men who were leasing and paying for the use of the railroad
sections failed utterly to grasp the fact that even with the tramp sheep elimi-
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as to be available if the need arises. If it is not used it has well served its
purpose as an insurance against lose and can be held over for future needs.

An interesting matter is Doctor Nelson's statement to the effect that at the
time he was there the stockmen felt that the range was improving even with
the heavy demands upon it, year by year. This they explained was due to
the profuse fertilization the ground was receiving through the animal drop-
pings, an idea that prevailed all over the far western range region in those
early days. As a matter of fact in practice continued use of the range has
proved this theory unsound.

The Red Desert range lies mostly within the boundaries of the land grant
belonging to the Union Pacific Railroad which passes through it on an east
and west line. Sheepmen using the area realized very early in the beginning
of their range industry that it would pay them to secure control of the alter.
nate railroad sections which would also give them more or less of a control
of the intermingled Government lands.
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SHEEP-DIPPING VAT AND CORRALS ON THE PUBLIC DOMAIN

The stockmen can seldom necure title to the necessary land on which to erect such improve-
ments upon the public domain

640-ACRE GRAZING HOMESTEAD IN UTAH. WATER EXTREMELY SCARCE.
RANGE MIXED DRAMA GRASS AND SAGE; 250 MILES TO NEAREST RAIL-
ROAD POINT

A wonderful winter sheep range utterly ruined by overgrazing
16-2
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nated they were still grazing the land far too heavily, and that its value as a
grazing resource was growing less and less with each succeeding year. In
spite of their experience during previous winters, they continued to descend
upon it every fall and remain on it until able to leave it for the higher ranges
in the spring.

Naturally the deterioration has been heavy. Most of the old-time forage
plants and browse have been killed out by the hungry sheep, or at least so
severely pruned by their sharp teeth that the vitality of the plants has been
greatly reduced, and each spring their early growth is less and less. An
examination of several parts of the Red Desert ranges several years ago
showed plainly the steady deterioration of all the browse plants. Here and
there one found seemingly fine areas of brush, but invariably they were the
unpalatable or seldom-eaten species of sage which had outlived the other
members of their family simply because they were not relished by livestock of
any kind.

But the valuable forage plants were scarce. Shadscale, winter fat, and bud
brush, three of the most palatable and nutritious browses, showed the effects
of heavy grazing. In many large areas the bud sage was absolutely eliminated
and was not to be found at alL The same thing had happened to the other
forage plants. The few grasses that once were found in fairly strong stands
had been severely grazed, and except here and there where small areas had
been fenced and the stock kept out they were exceedingly scarce. The willows,
mahogany, rabbit brush, and browse of that kind furnished not one-third the
feed they did 25 or 30 years ago. And yet these areas are still carrying about
the same number of sheep as they did in the years when Doctor Nelson first
visited them and the stockmen assured him they were really improving under
grazing use.

In those days every band left the Red Desert in the early spring in first-
class condition. The lambs born there were strong, husky little fellows, whll
the ewes were nearly always in good shape. To-day the area is used very little
for lambing simply because the early spring feed is not to be found any more.
The browse Is too tough and tasteless to furnish milk for the ewes, while the
lambs' mouths are often so sore from the harsh feed that they can scarcely
graze.

A general survey of the situation on this Red Desert range shows pretty
conclusively that while at the present it may be carrying about the same num-
ber of sheep it did 20 years or more ago they are not being carried in the sense
the word is generally used. True they do graze, but the scant feed they get
is lengthened out by artificial feeding during hard storms, while the condltloa
In which the nnimals are when they leave the desert each spring is so bad and
the losses during the winter have been so heavy as to make the cost of the
feed unusually high. Many sheepmea have told the writer that the majority
of the sheepmen using the Red Desert winter ranges would be far better off if
it could be closed up absolutely and the owners of the sheep forced to provide
feed on their farms. They felt sure the cost of the feed would not be as great
a financial burden as are the losses in lambs, flesh, wool, etc. Many progressive
sheepmen are now lambing on their home ranches where the ewes can be fed
hay, with sheds for shelter against the winter Storms.

In the early days, with plenty of feed on the ground, under average condi-
tions no one worried about the weather. Occasionally a band was caught
under the Ice of the walls of some deep "wash" into which the herder had
pushed them for shelter. The drifting snow poured over the edge onto them
until the band was covered deep with a snowy blanket. If this lasted too
long or a crust formed over them they smothered. Sometimes whole bands
were lost in this manner and were not found until the snow melted and ex-
posed the bodies where they had huddled together for warmth. As a general
thing, however, such losses were rare, and wintering sheep on the Red Desert
was considered a very safe proposition. The conditions have changed very
materially and a fair estimate of the present grazing value of this range for
winter grazing of sheep would be very low.

On the basis of the condition of the range at the time Doctor Nelson visited
and studied it in lStlfi it is probably safe to state that In Its present condition,
with the palatable forage plants practically gone and only the unpalatable ones
left, it should not be stocked with more than one-half the number it was carry-
ing at that time. But unless some central-established authority is given power
to enforce these reductions, keep the stock off the range during the summer,
and give the old plants a chance to come back, matters will simply keep on

96780-26-----4
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going from bad to worse, the losses will grow heavier, and eventually the
whole area will have to be absolutely abandoned as a grazing region.

THE "Wasr Drsanv"

In the early days of the range industry in the Great Basin region, which
runs back to the early sixties, the pioneer stockmen of Utah, Idaho, and
Nevada found a wonderful winter range in the desert country west and south-
west of the Great Salt Lake. About two-thirds of it lay in western Utah and
the rest In adjoining eastern Nevada. It was a region of scant rainfall, and
contained few running streams, springs, or fresh-water lakes. The snowfall,
however, was rather heavy and furnished an ample water supply as it
melted and was held in reservoirs or as the snow banks, which generally'lay
for several months, provided fairly dependable watering places. As far back
as 1870 the Utah pioneers began to use the area, the fiockmasters finding it
especially satisfactory for winter sheep grazing and early spring lambing
purposes. Some areas of it were used for cattle, but it was largely too far
from the farming areas to be utilized with profit for that class of stock.

As the foothill ranges along the western slope of the Wasatch Range, which
divides the State of Utah on a north-and-south line, became crowded the
owners pushed their flocks farther and farther to the west, finding in those
vast rolling desert areas almost Ideal conditions for winter sheep grazing.
Best of all, there was apparently room for everybody and to spare; to them it
seemed absolutely limitless, and the sheep industry of that region prospered
amazingly. The fame of this desert range spread. Fellow sheepmen of south-
eastern Idaho looked It over and liked it so much they trailed their flocks down
onto It. Later on, as the sheep industry of Nevada expanded, the sheep-
men of that State drifted onto it from their summer ranges in the mountains
to the west and north. Thus it came about that by 1895 this west desert range
was carrying nearly 500,000 range sheep during the winter nongrowing season,
which averaged about five months

It Is estimated that approximately 10,000,000 acres of the West Desert lies
in Utah and 6,000,000 acres In Nevada, a total area of about 16,000,000 acres,
or a little less than the combined area of New Hampshire, Vermont, and Massa-
chusetts. On a carrying capacity basis this area has been averaging one sheep
to every 20 acres, which would probably have been sufficient to prevent dam-
age to the forage upon It could some control have been exercised over the
stock as to numbers, periods of use, methods of handling, and distribution, to-
gether with some reasonable and necessary water development.

This, however, could not be done, and the usual results have followed. The
range has steadily deteriorated In quality and quantity, losses from various
causes have Increased, the percentage of lambs marked up has grown less
and less each season, the number of sheep has increased steadily and for several
years past the sheep have been leaving these winter ranges each spring In
extremely poor condition.

The losses in aged sheep as well as In young lambs have become so serious
within the last few years that Government officials have been appealed to to
make investigation as to the causes. The majority of the losses the stockmen
seem to believe sincerely are caused by poisonous plants of some new and un-
known kind. Investigators skilled in the knowledge of such plants, however,
disproved ths theory. The veterinarians who have studied the situation are
convinced that the losses are due almost wholly to the lack of palatable nutri-
tious forage. It should be understood that to the average observer there is
still plenty of sageand other browse on this range. A careful Investigator,
however, soon discovers that while ther is a fair amount of forage on the
ground it is a class of feed that is not only unpalatable to stock but has abso-

-

lutely no nutritive value. It has evidently been a clear case of the "survival of
the unfittest" among the various plants, browse, etc. Those that are sought
after by the sheep have naturally been eaten first and the less palatable
varieties only when the others have been so reduced In volume as to force the
hungry animals to graze upon them or starve. The Instant any of the forage
plants liked by sheep showed signed of fresh growth a hungry sheep was after
it. Eventually only the toughest and most unpalatable plants survived, and
through this process the palatable species have about been exterminated.
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The investigations of the veterinarians into the feed content of a large aura-
her of sheep stomachs taken from animals either dead or killed when so weak
that it was but a question of hours until they died showed conclusively they
had been forced to "fill up" on forage consisting mainly of ends of limbs,
twigs, bark, and dry, tough leaves which are absolutely indigestible. In many
eases the stomachs showed signs of damage through the cutting or scarifying
effect of such material on the lining of the stomach. Of poisonous plants they
found little or no sign, and it has been the unanimous judgment of these in-
vestigators that the Increase in losses which has been so pronounced during
the past 10 years is due wholly to the overgrazed conditloa of the forage plants
on the desert. In other words, it is just plain starvation, nothing else; and
yet many of the sheepmen can not be brought to see that the continued use of
this west desert winter range will only bring them additional losses and extend
the process of plant extermination. They have built up their range business
on the basis of using this range every winter and have made very little pro-
vision for handling their flocks under any other conditions.

An added cause for this recent increase in losses has been the use of the
area during the summer months, so that at the present time portions are in
almost constant use from one year's end to the other. Many of the sheep
occupying the range in this way, especially in northern Nevada, belong te
alien operators who own very little In the way of ranch property and are
range nomads in the full sense of the word. Unable to secure permits on the
national forests during the summer season, because of their not being citizens
or because of their possess1n no range property, they have turned to the
desert as the only place where they could find free cheap feed. In the ma-
jority of cases these alien sheep simply roam about over the desert range
heedless of season, condition of green feed, or anything else. Their owners
practice no system of management intended to promote or protect the growth
of the forage, respect nobody's "rights" as understood under the unwritten
law of the ranges, and move their herds from one place to another how, wheat
and as they please. As a general thing it is believed they wear out about as
much range trailing back and forth to permanent bed grounds and seeking
fresh feed as they utilize in grazing. Few of them own a foot of laud outside
of a home in some town, where they maintain their families; and as to water
development or other range improvement they know nothing of such things.
Their great sheep wagons, with a few pack mules and camping outfits, are
about their entire investment in equipment. Wherever night overtakes the
herd there is range headquarters

It is these nomadic alien herds that have done so much to make the desert
ranges really deserts in the fullest sense of the word. There is no law, either
State or Federal, that will meet the situation. The land is open to all corners,
regardless of citizenship, race, or other qualification. They know this and
endeavor to get what they can out of it while the present situation lasts,
regardless of the damage dqne to the range or Its future value.

As this region lies at a somewhat lower altitude than the Red Desert coun-
try of Wyoming, the winters here are much less severe, the snows not so deep,
and the spring comes earlier. In the early days this West Desert region sup-
ported an unusually fine ground cover of all the valuable sages and wheat
grasses that are found on similar semidesert areas In the Northwest. It was
undoubtedly one of the most wonderful sheep-grazing areas in the entire West.

In addition to the palatable sages and wheat grasses there were many other
fine forage plants which grew in great profusion. During the summer months
these grew up rank and strong. Untouched by any grazing animals excepting
a few antelope, in the fall it was a vast area of excellent feed, cured on the
ground, and ready for harvesting by the sheep.

Ia the beginning every sheepman recognized the rights of his neighbor to a
certain part of the area they respected each other s range rights as fully as
if there existed a legal recorded title to the range Shearing and dipping
plants were safe from damage. Corrals, pens, and sheds were left nil summer
long without any thought of their being injured by anyone. As the crowding
began and the nomadic herds commenced to drift onto the area each year
earlier and earlier In the fall these so-called range rights were not respected
by the newcomers There was no law to reach them, and It soon began to be
a ease of first come first served.

One of the earliest users of this range, a Utah sheepman of many years e-
perience, several years ago told the writer that: "Up to very recent years
when we went to the West Desert in the fall we each drifted our sheep to that
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part of the area we had used in previous years, confident we would find every-
thing just as we left it in the spring, our old camping places, corrals, etc. safe,
and the feed, untouched during the long summer season, sufficient for our
needs. Winter losses were low, and in the spring our sheep started back to the
mountains fat and strong. We all respected each other's rights in those days."

"Now," he continued, "we find our range rights 'disputed by a lot of alien
transients, who, in some instances, have taken full possession of our improve-
ments and laugh at our demands for possession. Where these usurpers are not
on the ground It is because they have already been there with their sheep dur-
ing the summer, and have gone, leaving the range swept clean of everything
in the way of feed. When we went to the United States authorities they told
us we could not help ourselves; that there is no law to put a stop to such
practices or control the grazing use of the area. Our winter losses are now
becoming a serious matter. In the spring our sheep are poor and weak."

One could not help sympathizing with these old-timers. Nevertheless, when
they had a chance to secure the passage of a Federal law that would control
these areas and stop such reckless use of the public property they opposed It
almost to a man.

This reckless competition could not, of course, continue without the damaging
effects becoming more and more manifest. The winter fat (Eurotia lanata),
bud sage (Arteini.sia svinescens), two of the most important of the valuable
forage plants, soon became scarce. The wheat grasses (Agropj.'r&n. spp.) of
several kinds, balsam root, lupines, sunflowers, mustards, Indian paintbrush,
wild carrot, buckwheat, and numerous other p*latable perennial weeds have
become extremely rare under this wholesale use of the west desert area.

A recent investigator for the United States Department of Agriculture, study-
lug the conditions on this West Desert range, made the following statement,
in part, as to what he found:

"As the quantity of the forage grown on the range decreases the quality
decreases also. If this is true, and it very likely is, it will account for the
Increased death loss of sheep on the Nevada ranges, and for the, generally
speaking, poorer condition of the surviving sheep that return from the winter
range. I have been unable to notice where any species of plants have disap-
peared from the winter range, and, as you know, most of the winter feed is
browse, but I can notice that all the different kinds of sagebrush, and similar
growth, are making a poorer growth from one decade to the next. I take it
that the sheep on the winter range in this State get just as many pounds of
feed per day, and of the same species of plants, as they did 15 or 20 years
ago, but the nutriinents are not there, due to the diminishing quantity of
forage grown by each plant, hence a diminished quality of forage eaten by
the sheep

These statements as to his inability to "notice where any species of plants
have disappeared from the winter ranges ",are extremely interesting, because
not exactly In accordance with the observations of others, and seem to call
for some further study of this point before it ma be accepted as absolutely
correct.

In the year 1923 It was estimated that over 1,000,000 sheep used this West
Desert range for approximately five months and a half, coming from the fol-
lowing States
Utah-,_ - 50(J, 000
Southern and southeastern Idaho 400,000
Nevada_ -_____ 200,000

Many of the Nevada sheep and some from Idaho used It the full year,
In the early days the Utah sheep were trailed back and forth to this winter

range, the intervening country being unoccupied and the sheep finding feed in
plenty the greater part of the w'iy Trilling to-day Is wholly out of the
question Miles and miles of fenced lands mike driving 'i very difficult op- -

eration; feed must be purchased and provided nearly every night; the mov-
ing animals break through fences and damage growing crops, for which the
sheepmeu must pay full value, often more than the full value of the crop
destroyed and as a result of the crowding and forcing procecs which must
be used in handling a band of sheep under such conditions the animals arrive
at th desert in much poorer condition than when they left the summer
ranges. In the spring the drive back Is even more serious beniuse of the
lambs; which suffer greatly from such usage. This situation has forced many
Utah sheep owners to ship their sheep to and from the desert by rail. The
cost averages about 15 cents per sheep for the round trip Some of the
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small as to Offer no complications as t owpershlp or management. As a
winter range it is of wonderful value to the livestock Interests of the nearby
States. It is however today more of a liability than an asset, an unfortunate
condition which should certainly not be allowed to continue.

THE Owynsz aau Au,rorniao DES5Zr RANGES

The name Owyhee is applied generally to a large area of semidesert country
lying in the extreme southwestern corner of Idaho and the southeastern corner
of the adjacent State of Oregon. The major portion of it lies In Owyhee
County, Idaho, and Maiheur County, Oreg. It is bounded on the east by the
Snake and Bruneau Rivers in Idaho, and the crest of the western watershed
of the Owyhee and Crooked Rivers In Oregon. If we consider with this
Owyhee country the equally large areas of the same kind of range lying
adjacent to it In Lake and Harney Counties, Oreg., often called the Oregon
Desert, but somewhat divided from the Owyhee Desert by the Stein 3foun-
talus and the Malbeur thvers on the west so as to form a separate unit,
and also an arei of se% oral minion 'icres of almost the same class of range
but with a much smaller carrying capacity lying immediately adjacent to
It on the south in the northwestern corner of Nevada, we shall have what
is undoubtedly the largest almost solid body of public domain semidesert graz.
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Idaho sheep have also been shipped in during recent years, but as a rule
the major portion of the herds from that State can be trailed to the desert
edge without much trouble. This is also true of the Nevada herds.

Just how much longer the sheepmen will continue to use this winter range
and face the losses they do is difficult to forecast. Most of the sheep owners
interviewed declare they must .use it or sell out and quit the sheep business.
Using the desert range they feel that even with losses they can make money.
It is evident, however, that its condition is growing worse rapidly and that
the time Is not far distant when the most conservative owners will give it
up In despair. They must either get out of the business or else run less
sheep and provide winter feed for them in the way of haystacks or private
winter pastures that can be held for such use.

Unlike the Red Desert range, this West Desert region lies wholly outside
of the railroad grant lands, while the amount that has passed into private
ownership through the operations of the various Federal land laws is so
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Ing land still in the hands of the Federal Government, the total area of the
entire region being nearly 25,000,000 acres. It is not inside of any land grant
area, and a comparatively small part of the surface has found its way into
private hands. There is, of course, a much larger area of public domain in
the State of Nevada, but it is practically all to be classified as desert range in
the full sense of the word.

For the purposes of this discussion only the Owyhee area will be considered,
the conditions on the adjacent ranges as to forage, general use, and present
conditions being similar. The Owyhee range is more generally used by sheep,
:few cattle being grazed upon It. On the so-called Oregon Desert, however,
both cattle and sheep have used the range in large numbers for many years
past. Shep alone use the Nevada section.

Broadly speaking, the Owyhee area may be roughly described as a huge
equilateral triangle, the upper point of which is located on the boundary line
between Oregon and Idaho a few miles north of the point where the Owyhee
River flowing from the southwest joins the Snake River flowing from the
southeast. The western side of this triangle follows closely the crest of the
western watershed of the Owyhee to its junction with Crooked River, thence
following the watershed of the latter river along the eastern edge of the Stein
Mountain range, the southwestern corner of the triangle being on the Stale
line at about the Intersection of township 36 west, range 41 south.

From this point the base line of this triangle extends In an easterly direction
along the State boundary to about the point where the headwaters of the
Bruneau River cross the Idaho-Nevada boundary line. Within this irregular
triangle there are approximately 4,000,000 acres lying In the State of Idaho and
about 5,500,000 acres within the State of Oregon; a total for the entire so-
called Owyhee Desert of some nine and one-half million acres. Of this total
about ,0OO,0OO acres is still In the hands of the Federal Government and open
to entry and settlement under the land laws. The rest Is within national
forests, Indian reservations, and in private hands, State lands, etc.

Everything considered, this Owyhee area Is undoubtedly the best part of the
remaining public domain, considered solely In relation to its grazing values.
It is generally of a billy, rolling nature, covered with a very old lava flow, the
surface being rather rough and broken and known throughout the range coun-
try as a malpals formation, one which stockmen all over the West consider as
able to withstand more hard grazing without the trampling out of the old
valtrabie forage plants than any other geological formation. This Is generally
believed to be due to the rocky character of most of the area, which prevents
loosening of the soil and wearing out of the plants through contact with the
feet of the grazing animals.

The elevation is generally between four and five thousand feet. The highest
polntsare 1n the Stein Mountslns along the extreme southwestern corner. The
Stein Moflfltftifl range is a tremendous upthrust reaching an elevation of be--

tween nine and ten thousand feet above sea level, with a long, fairly gentle slope
Co the west, but a bold, well-marked escarpment on the east forming an almost
inaccessible cliff several thousand feet in height

The entire area containS many flowing streams some of which however run
through narrOw and often deep canyons, which make' theni inaccessible to
range stock. Although there is considerable surface water for stock, It is
doubtful If well, water can be obtained except at a great cost for very deep
wells, such lava regions having no great supplies of underground water at
reasonable depths. The whole region is drained by the Owyhee River and its
numerous tributaries the water all flowing to the northeast into the Snike
River

Along the Snake River are located some of the most important of the great
western reclamatIon projects, on the irrigated lands of which large crops of
hay 'ire now being raLed These areas will be increased greatly in the coming
years through additional reservoirs now either under construction or consid-
eration This guarantees to the stockmea of the region an ample supply of hay
on which to depend In handling their stock rorth of this river within corn
paratively easy reach, lie the national forests in Idaho the summer range, of
which furnish Ideal feeding grounds on which to produce the early lambs for
which the region Is already well known South of the area In '\evada and very
close at hand Is the flrnnboldt ational Forest, one of the finest summer ranges
for livestock In the Northwest, while to the west and northwest the several
national forests In Oregon furnish equally valuable summer rnnge
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A large number of the sheep which now summer In these forests have used
these winter ranges regularly and the owners depend more and more each year
upon them for carrying their herds and hocks through the winter months.

There has been comparatively little of this land entered under any of the
various land laws. Here and there stockmen have located on watering places,
springs, small lakes, and openings along the streams where stock may reach
the water in some deep canyon. Through such location the owner of the land
has secured the use of the surrounding public domain. The annual precipita-
tion over the whole region is between 8 and 10 Inches, of which only
about 2 inches falls during the summer growing season. For this reason
the region offers no great attractions to the dry farmer, and the amount en-
tered under the 640-acre homestead law has been comparatively small. The
winters are fairly mild, and the snowfall furnishes much of the winter water.
The losses from winter storms, "northers" blizzards, etc., are very light when
compared with the same class of losses from these causes in other parts of the
range region.

While this Owyhee range has been excessively grazed it still does not show
such wholesale deterioration as do areas elsewhere described In this bulletin,
although its original grazing value has, of course, been considerably reduced.
The fact that water is scarce has been its salvation by keeping the stock off It
during much of the growing season, thus allowing the vegetation to reach a
reasonable aerial growth and development.

Idaho fescue (Festuca idahoensis) is the predominating forage plant, with
considerable wheatgrass (Agroprron spp.), balsam root, sunflowers, wild car-
rot, buckwheat, and other plants palatable to sheep. Bitter brush (Pursl&ia
trdentata), salt bush (A. nut alli), black sage, greasewood, shadscale (A. con-
fertifolia), bud sage (A. sprnescen) form the bulk of the browse feeds.

Taking it as a whole, this Owyhee Desert range is undoubtedly one of the
most satisfactory pieces of winter grazing in the whole range region of the
West. As stated, its lack of water, together with the extremely rough char-
acter of the land, has worked to prevent its utter destruction. At present its
use by the local residents and stockmen using the summer ranges in the high
mountains to the north In Idaho and the south in Nevada is disputed by
wandering bands of sheep belonging in the greater part to alien owners who
have no regular ranges, own very little ranch property, and are content to be
everlastingly on the move, migrating from one area to the other as the feed
grows short or the water gives out. Working back and forth from one State
to the other, they often escape paying taxes year after year and through their
utter disregard of reasonable range practices they are destroying the forage
at an alarming rate.

At the present time it Is estimated that this Owyhee Desert range Is used by
approximately 500,000 sheep during the 'winter season. In addition to these
a large number utilize it during the summer growing season whenever the
summer rains furnish stock water or fresh feed, a time when it should not be
grazed at all.

The majority of the established taxpaying sheepmen of Idaho and the
near-by States are anxious to have this range placed under some form of
Government control, but the owners of the migratory herds have so far been
able to prevent any concerted action toward getting the necessary legislation.
It offers to-day probably the mOst satisfactory opportunity in the western
range States to obtain improved grazing conditions with the minimum of
time and effort. All it needs is some reasonable regulation as to Its use during
the growing seasons and the prevention of overgrazing through crowding too
many sheep on areas adjacent to a permanent 'water supply

The writer visited the area several years ago taking a trip through the
Idaho section, and was surprised at the character of the range, the condition
of the forage plants, and the value of the whole range for winter grazing
purposes. The forage cover did not at that time show the general deteriora-
tion from heavy grazing that was and still Is so evident on similar semidesert
ranges in other pam of the arid West. Ita greatest value now and In the
future is bound to be along the lines of a public grazing common to be used
only during the winter season by local stockmeit and settlers whose Investments
in improved ranch property show them to he taxpaying permanent residents
who 'will carry out the plans for Its management and protection In full coopera
tion with the officials placed in charge of it by the Goveniment authorities
Not another acre of It should be allowed to pass into private hands, especially
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east to west. Here and there within the State where irrigation water has been
available the lands brought under that form of agriculture have yielded fine
crops of every kind. But under the most favorable conditions it Is doubtful if
very much more of the surface of Nevada will ever be used for any higher
economic purpose than the grazing of livestock.

The annual report ef the Commissioner of the United States General Land
Office for the year ended June 110. 1924. classifies this eutire 52,000,000 acres
of public domain in Nevada as "Mountainens, arid, grazing,' which Indicates
quite clearly its general character. It is all, however, of much lower carrying
capacity and value than either the Owyhee or West Desert ranges.

About the center of the State are several long, narrow mountain ranges,
the peaks of which reach elevations of from twelve to thirteen thousand feet.
In the higher areas they carry small but fairly good stands of yellow pine
and Douglas fir, together with aspen. liber pine, spruce, and fir. Lower down
the timber cover consists of pinon, juniper, and mountain mahogany.
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where the supply of water is to be affected by such action. This, of course,
does not include any future development of portions of the land which may
possibly be brought under cultivation through some approved reclamation
project.

NEVADA DESERT RANGES

Of all the States in the Union. Nevada has to-day the largest remaining
unbroken acreage of unappropriated, unreserved public lands. Out of a total
State area of over 10,000,000 acres, Nevada contains more than 52,000.000
acres of Government-owned land, or 28 per cent of the whole 186,000,000 acres
of remaining public domain.

Because of climatic, soil, and other natural conditions, only a small part of
the lands within the State can ever be used for farming under any form of
agriculture known and practiced to-day. Much of the 18.000,000 acres that has
so far passed into private hands is covered by the land grant to the Union
Pacific Railroad. which forms a 40-mile-wide Strip clear across the State from



A NATURAL WATER HOLE ON THE PUBLIC DOMAIN. FLOOD WATERS APE
HELD WHICH WATER MANY CATTLE DURING THE SEASON
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WINDMILL ON DEEP WELL. NORTHERN NEW MEXICO

Such mills ae expensive. costing from $1600 to $5,000 complete. They are rather ex-
pensive to maintain, and replacement costs and repairs are high. There are many
million acres of public domain grazing lands that can only be used when such watering
places are provided

FLOOD-WATER TANK IN NORTHERN ARIZONA

Such tanks cost from $1000 to $3000, but built of cement will last for a lifetime
1g06-2
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What few streams flow out of the mountains soon lose themselves when they
reach the lower, open country, and either evaporate or sink into the desert
sands. In the deep canyons of the higher mountains or at the heads of the
streams one finds charming little cases, green meadows, waving willows, wild
flowers, and ice-cold springs. These, of course, have long since passed into
private ownership and are used mainly as headquarters ranches from which
the local stockmen handle their herds.

While there are many areas within the State where climate and soil con-
ditions are so severe as to produce almost nothing at all in the way of forage,
nevertheless the major portion of the lands may be considered as suitable
for grazing livestock during several months of each year, notably the winter
season. Owing to the character of the forage, the lack of the stock water,
and climatic conditions generally, the use of these lands by sheep is by far
the most satisfactory method of utilizing them as a public resource.

In the southern part of Nevada are two large units of desert range of more
than ordinary value as grazing grounds with the sole exception of a serious
lack of water for stock. If the supply of stock water were even reasonably
sufflcien and fairly well distributed, these areas, lying principally ia Nye and
Lincoln Counties, would form one of the best of winter ranges, especially for
sheep. They are known as the "Ralston" and the "Pah Ute" Deserts and
may properly be classed as purely desert range. They form a region of vast,
open, rolling land interspersed with semimountainous ranges, generally tree-
less, and extremely rugged and broken in outline.

The precipitation in this region as well as all over the State is light, averag-
ing only about 10 inches annually, fully 75 per cent of which falls during
the nongrowing season in the shape of snow. This leaves the summer growing
months with very little to encourage the growth of forage plants.

In the two counties mentioned the usual characteristic plant associations
are found. The Shadseale (A. coafrrtifoti a) association according to Shantz'
probably covers more territory in Utah and Nevada than any other plant
community. Winter fat (Eurotks tanata), hop sage, bud sage, the salt grasses
(Disticklis), sacaton (Spo'robolus spp.), several of the gramas (B&uteiou.r
spp.), foxtail and squirrel tail (Hordcum- spp.) are fairly plentiful in this
region, all of which lies at an elevation above 5,500 feet.

The investigations made Into the forage plants of this region by Mr. I.
Tidestroin of the Bureau of Plant Industry during the year 1917, indicate
that in a broad way the plant life in this part of Nevada is very similar to
that of the lower Little Colorado River region of northern Arizona. The
precipitation, however, is not more than half as heavy as In Arizona, hence
the growth of the plants Is by no means as strong.

The extremely arid nature of the climate serves to cure the forage plants
on the ground, furnishing excellent feed during the winter periods although
to the uninformed observer It would seem to be all dried up and utterly
worthless as feed for livestock

Mainly because of the lack of stock water It Is almost Impossible to graze
these desert ranges of Nevada except during the winter months. It Is possible
then only during periods of heavy snows in the near-by foothills, to which
the sheep go for water. For this reason these ranges have lost but little of
their original character and value. Nature seems to have successfully pro-
tected them from damage by overgrazing

It Is not unlikely that If the Nevada stockmen could be secure In the use
of the surrounding ranges for their own livestock, wells would be drilled In
search of water, which in all probability could be found at fairly moderate
depths. Under existing circumstances, however, no stockman will undertake
to develop water on these lands because he has no assurance that others will
not at once crowd in on the range and gain the benefit of his expenditure.
There are again many places where through the Impounding of flood waters
in the early spring sufficient stock water can be obtained to make available
for winter grazing large surrounding tracts which are Rot at present used
except at rare intervals. No one will attempt to do this, however, knowing
full well he could not leave It during the summer months and return In
the fall and not find the range grazed completely out by wandering herds
whose owners had profited by his industry.

Under some form of Federal or other control, by means of which ranges
such as these can be allocated to local stockinen under reasonably long periods
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of use and with limited numbers of stock, the State of Nevada would find its
livestock Industry expanding and prospering In a most surprising and satis-
factory way.

Ors RANGE LANDS IN NEW MExIco

There are several outstanding areas of public domain in the State of New
Mexico which in the early days were considered valuable feeding grounds for
both classes of livestock. They have, however, been so badly depleted of the
original, forage plants as to reduce severely their grazing value. The greater
part of these areas are of the sagebrush type, far more suitable for winter
ranges than for any other purpose.

One of these ranges is located along the Rio Grande In northern New Mexico
and southern Colorado. It extends northward from near the town of Taos,
N. Mex., to the vicinity of Alamosa, Cob., a distance of about 90 miles, with
an average width of about 20 miles. It covers about one and one-quarter
million acres of public land. The portion In New Mexico, which is about
two-thirds of the whole, lies between the east and west divisions of the
Carson National Forest, and Is surrounded by national forests and privately
owned forested lands where stock find excellent summer range. Winter range
is, however, the greatest need of the local stockmen; therefore the preservation
and restoration of this land would add materially to the success and up-build-
ing of the livestock interests of the region.

This area Is fairly well watered, which perhaps is one cogent reason for its
present poor condition. There is plenty of shelter in the form of scattered
bodies of pinon, cedar, and juniper. The average annual rainfall Is between
15 and 20 Inches, much of, it coming during the' growing season. The area
all lies at an elevation of about 6,000 feet, with considerable snow in the
winters, while as a rule the spring months are apt to be late, cold, and ac-
companied by high winds. Lanibing operations on the range here have al-
ways been extremely risky, and it is neither a safe nor successful lambing
range

Originally nearly all of this land lying in New Mexico was included within
the boundaries of the Carson National Forest. Under a misapprehension as to
the policies and plans of the Government In allowing settlement on national
forest lands as well as in administering grazing lands, a determined effort was
made by local residents to have the major portion of these lands eliminated
from the forest The claim was made that it was not forested land in the
real sense of the word, it being classified by forest experts as woodland type,
being a mixed stand of pinon, cedar, juniper, etc. It was also declared to be
needed by bona fide settlers for homesteading under the land laws then In
existence, and that Its elimination would stimulate settlement of the lands and
bring homeseekers into the region.

As a matter of fact, after the elimination of over 700,000 acres in 1009, only
a few homesteada were entered on the area; while freed from all control and
protection and exposed to overstocking and overgrazing, It was soon robbed of
any value it once had for grazing purposes. Not until after the passage of
the 640-acre grazing homestead bill were any Inroads by settlement made into
this land and then not by a settled, contented class of home bullders

The problem of settlement on this area has been discussed at some length
on page 1629. At the present time nobody depends upon it for regular use, but
It Is a case of first come first served. If there Is a small amount of feed at the
beginning of winter It Is at once so heavily stocked that within a very few
weeks the whole area has been worn out by the constantly moving bands of
sheep. Nobody, has really received any benefit from the grazing, and the herds
that remain here suffer heavy losses and come out in the spring weak and poor.

The forage plants are similar In character and value to those found on like
areas, such as the Red Desert region of Wyoming. Sages, winter fat, shad-
scale etc are the main browse feed while In addition to the wheat grasses of
the northern ranges the gramas are found here, and together with some of the
aIt grasses (Epzcat spp) and sacaton (Sporobolu3 spp) formed originally a

goodly portion of the grass feed.
As a whole this New Mexico-Colorado desert range was originallyone of the

finest winter ranges in the whole Southwest. It had all the valuable adjuncts
of water, shelter, nearness to summer ranges, together wIth a great variety
of forage plants suitable for winter grazing. These conditions tended naturally
to bring about its utter ruin under unrestricted, free-for-all grazing.



it is an interesting fact that many of the persons who once signed petitions
demanding that these lands be eliminated from the original national forest
established in the upper Rio Grande Valley have since lived to realize their
mistake and are now quite as anxious to have them placed again under Federal
supervision, either to be restored to the national forest or else set aside as a
grazing reserve to be administered by Government officers along the same lines
and under the same policies as are the grazing lands hi the national forests.

This area is not large when compared to other semidesert ranges, but it ha.s
a high value to the local stockmen as a winter range in a region where such
range is extremely scarce. It should be saved from further spoliation and
destruction, its grazing value restored through reasonable restrictions and used
for its highest economical purpose, which is winter grazing.
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In southern New Mexico in the Rio Grande Valley lies what is known
locally as the Jornadathe "Jornada del Muerto" or "journey of death"
so called from the unhappy experiences of the early Spanish "conquiztadores"
traveling across this treeless and waterless region. They lost many animals
and some of the members of their parties from thirst.

These typical semidesert ranges lie at elevations of between four and five
thousand feet and are of high value for the grazing of livestock, especially
cattle.
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"It is one of the most arid regions of the Southwest. The records for 5T
years at State College, N. Mex., show an annual average precipitation
of 8.60 inches, with precipitation for individual years running as high as iT
inches and as low as 3.50 inches."

Fortunately the greater part of the rainfall comes In the summer in the--

midst of the-growing season. Water Is scarce on the surface but obtainable- -

in large supply in wells of comparatively shallow depth. Black grama
(Bouteloua eripoda) is the best and most highly prized grass. Needle grasses
(Aristida spp.), tabosa grass (Hilaria mutica), and alkali sacaton (SperoboTu8
spp.) are some of the other important grasses. These, with a vast variety of
browse plants of the sages, shadscales, and other desert shrubs, furnish forage-
that not only enables the stock to grow but also fattens them for market if
the ranges are not too heavily grazed.

These ranges will stand more real grief in the way of grazing than any
other like areas In the West. The grasses especially show astounding re-
cuperative powers under moderate rainfall which to those not well acquainted
with the conditions seem almost unbelievable. On an average they will carry
a cow to every 40 acres year after year without deterioration, if handled
with any degree of judgment and good range management.

Sheep do not do well on these ranges, due primarily to several awn grasses
which are extremely injurious to sheep, the sharp awns working into the
eyes and inside of the mouths of the animals and, becoming entangled In the
wool, work their way into and ofter clear through the hides forming blemishes
and offensive spots on the flesh when dressed for market.

Broadly speaking, there is approximately between five and six million acres
of this class of public domain lands in this region of unusually high value, but
which at the present time is badly overgrazed and Its carrying capacity greatly
reduced. It is a region of severe droughts but with long growing seasons and
comparatively mild winters.

Due to the ease with which well water can be secured and their fairly level
contour these ranges offer a most inviting opportunity for satisfactory range
control without in any way disturbing the stoekmen who are now using them

Erucv oN 'rim Lai'tn ov U'rarour..&vxn (IuaztaaEnosio'

The stoekniea are by no means the only class of American citizens who are
Interested in the problem of working out some practical plan for the manage-
ment and control of the public domain. If overgrazing injured no one but the-
stockinan, this whole subject might perhaps be allowed to continue In its present
unsatisfactory condition until a crisis In national production Is reached and
drastic steps must be taken to remedy it.

There Is, however, another and undoubtedly a greater and more pressing rea--
son why this condition should not continue to exist indefinitely and without
some means being taken for remedial measures. -

This is the question of erosion. Practically every one of these 186,000,000'
acres of the public domain is part and parcel of some watershed. Lying as-
they do at average elevations of over 5,000 feet above sea level, most of these-
lands may be said to form a goodly part of the roof of this continent. EverT
drop of rain that falls upon them, the water that runs from each melting snow-
bank, at once begins its long, devious, often delayed, but nevertheless constant
journeying toward either the-Gulf of Mexico or one of the- two oceans which
border this continent

It Is impossible to estimate with any degree of accuracy how many millions-
of tons of soil are carried seaward by this water. Each drop is a potential
flood. Every rivulet flowing from some snowbank on either side of the Conti-
nental Divide carries small particles of soil in its rolled waters. Joined bT
other rivulets It grows in size and often becomes a flood that moves mighty
masses of earth and stone, fills the clear mountain streams with dbris of everr
kind, chokes the Irrigating ditches of settlers in the valleys below, and, gain-
ing strength and volume overwhelms towns and cities buries the farmers
fields under worthless silt, wrecks bridges and railroads, and fills the mouths
of our great rivers with waste material that costs millions of dollars each and
every year to keep dredged out sufficiently to allow shipping to enter or leave
our harbors

5Range and cattle management during a drought, by Jardine and Foriling, U. S. Ikpt..
Agr. Bul. 1031.
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Meadow ruined by overgrazing. With the removal of the forage plants erosion began.
culminating in the cutting of the deep arroyo shown in the Center which acted as a
drain for the whole area, completely destroying its value and rendering it a liability
rather than as asset

RANGE IN NORTHERN NE

With the removal of the forage cover eroson began and continues
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This situation has been brought about by erosion, and it is this damage to
these remaining public lands through their overgrazing and the denudation of
their protective cover that should appeal to the general public far more than
the single one of grazing, a matter that comes home directly to but a compara-
tively small part of our people.

It is estimated by competent engineers that more than 406,000,000 tons of
aediment is carried each year from the land areas along the Mississippi River'
and its tributaries, finding Its way into the Gulf of Mexico. This would cover
one square mile of surface 241 feet deep. These huge deposits are continually
raising the bed of the river, to meet which the State and Federal Government
together have expended millions of dollars In the construction of improvement
'works in the form of levees and embankznents to restrain the floods and pro-
tect the rich lands on each side of the Mississippi River.

Studies in erosion prove beyond all question that incalculable amounts of
soil are moved by every rainfall upon moderately inclined watersheds. Soon
sfter the creation of the Manti National Forest in the Wasatch Mountains in
central Utah the Forest Service began a systematic study of the effects of un-
.controlled and unlimited grazing upon that watershed. For several years
previous to that time the town of Manti and several prosperous communities
on the west side of this range had suffered from a series of floods that filled
their irrigation ditches and in some instances deposited in the streets of their
towns huge boulders and tons upon tons of sand and silt carried down from
the higher ranges by the force of the water. It was the unanimous opinion
of the people of the region that the floods were caused by the removal of the
forage cover of the mountains by excessive grazing. Instead of soaking deep
into the soft porous surface soil the rains ran off the ranges as from a dry
roof.

As rapidily as possible the number of stock was reduced. Those which were
a11owcd to continue to use the area were carefully handled, and not allowed
to enter the ranges before the soil was dry enough to prevent damage by the
trampling feet of the stock and the tender young plants had reached a safe
size to withstand grazing without injuring them. Further, no morq stock were
allowed to use the lands than in the judgment of competent officials could do
so and still allow the forage plants to revegetate the denuded areas.

The experiment, for such it really was, has been a success. Within a com-
paratively few years the vegetative cover has renewed itself to such an extent
that the old-time floods are almost a matter of past history. There have been
very few floods in the past 10 years, the irrigating ditches do not fill up with
dêbris as they formerly did, and the original cover conditions are being re-
stored gradually

It has required no arguments to convince the farmers in the vicinity of
the Manti Forest of the efficacy Of the plan for their relief. They believe
absolutely that the floods which ruined hundreds of acres of their best farm-
ing lands and filled up beyond hope of repair miles and miles of their irri-
gation ditches were caused by overgrazing. -

The Forest Service established an experimental station on top of these
mountains especially equipped to study this phase of the grazing industry.
1wo adjacent tracts of approximately ten acres each lying on a small water-
shed were selected for experimental purposes. Both drained into the same

wash" or "gully," at the lower end of which three large cement reservoirs
or settling tanks were placed, tandem, so that every drop of water flowing
from the areas would pass through the tanks one by one. The sediment
settled to the bottom, and the water finally ran from the lowest perfectly
clear and carrying with it little or no sediment or foreign matter.

When the storm was over the water from each tank was drawn off, the
deposit removed, air dried, and weighed. With a known drainage surface
and the establishment of the exact weight of the sediment carried into the
tanks it was an easy matter to estimate the amount of material that was
removed from such areas by each inch of rainfall or other precipitation that
fell upon It

It Is not necessary to go Into details as to the results of these scientific
studies In the matter of run-off from such lands A. single illustration from
the many In the station records will show the vastahüfst unbelievable amount
of soil removed by water from watersheds where, the ground cover h&s been
removed or tnjured In even the slightest degree

'The lilsslssippi River. Ilumpbreys and Abbott, p. 140.
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On July 21, 1915, rain began at 12.15 p. m. and ended at 1.10 p. m., a period
of 65 minutes. The total precipitation during this time was 0.70 of an inch.
When the material was weighed It showed a total deposit of 716.9 cubic feet
of soil, or on a basis of 70 pounds to the cubic foot, 50,184 pounds, almost
exactly 25 tons of air-dried material torn from the surface of these two small
areas and carried away by the force of the water from this one storm.

The averages for seven years at this station show that approximately 172.5
cubic feet or, by weight, a little over 6 tons of soil has been removed from
each acre of these areas every one of the seven years. When it is remembered
that this is the best part of the surface Soil, rich in humus, and needed for
the growth of the forage plants, brush, etc., the tremendous losses which the
surface areas of this country are incurring year after year can more readily
be comprehended.

Other experiments1' on these areas covered comparisons of the soil removals
by erosion for a period of years, during which time the land was grazed by
sheep regularly and with due regard to the. future of the plant life on the-
areas. Then for another period of years the observations were continued
but no grazing was allowed on them. The results of these experiments proved
conclusively that the run-off from grazed land can be expected to be heavier
and the soil removal greater than from a surface ungrazed and covered with
the natural forage growth peculiar to the region.

It is not the purpose of this argument to discredit the use of all lands suit-
able for the grazing of livestock. Such an argument could be followed logically
so far back as to bring into question the removal of the timber, underbrush,
grass, and forage that originally grew upon the majority of the lands now
under cultivation in the Mississippi River Valley. The people of this world
must be fed, and the removal of the timber preceding the use of the plow is a
logical and wholly proper action. This, however, does not mean that every acre
of land in this country from which the timber and grass covering has been
removed should have been dedicated to crop production. Millions of acres
have been cleared from which the original protective vegetative covering should
never have been removed or the surface of the soil beneath them disturbed by
the farmer' plowshare. The losses from erosion on millions of acres of high-
priced farming land in the Corn Belt States are appalling, and seemingly com-
paratively little is being done to combat it. Hillsides which should be in grass
sod and used for pasture purposes only are plowed and the soil stirred up to
be carried by the first rains into the near-by streams and rivers.

Gullies through the middle of productive fields begin with mere trickles down
the gentle slopes, which within a few years have rasped their devastating way
down deep into and generally far below the valuable top soil, and yet com-
paratively few appreciate this loss and the imperative need of using some
methods for controlling it. It is absolutely certain that on those areas of the
public domain from which the forage cover has been so ruthlessly removed
by the unrestricted grazing of livestock progressive erosion is now going on.
This will in the final analysis imperil the very foundations of the westerm
livestock industry, which depends almost entirely upon grazing methods for
the production of livestock of nil kinds.

It is this phase of the situation that should have a vital appeal to every
citizen of this country, whether stockman, farmer, laborer, or business man.

It should Interest dwellers In towns and cities where the supply of water
for domestic uses comes almost wholly from the near-by mountains and.
hills

It should appeal to the residents of seaboard cities, the harbors of which
are kept free from slIt carried down by the streams through costly dredging
operations.

It should Interest every farmer who must replace with high-priced fertilizers
the fertile soil washed away from his farm lands.

Movmnrs LOoZXTG Tow.&an B.A.Iws CoxmoL
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It Is Interesting to lçen that the idea of range control is not altogether a
modern innovation, as thot students of this subject undoubtedly believe. 1n
March, 1775, DanIel Boo, the mighty hunter and pioneer who had been em-
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ployed by Governor Denmore of Virginia to conduct a crew of surveyors to
the falls of the Ohio River, began the erection of a fort in what is now
Madison County, Ky., in the central portion of that State. To this fort Boone
brought his wife and daughters and his brother, Squire Boone. Colonel Hen-
derson, a Virginian, had purchased from the Cherokee Indians some 90,000,000
acres of wild or public land, upon which he Intended to organize what he called
the "Colony of Transylvania." (Collins's History of Kentucky.)

Henderson, who was the first and only president of this long-since-forgotten
republic, established his capital at Boone's Fort, or Boonesboro as It was
later called. Naturally the new colony required laws for its government.
Henderson called a convention at Boonesboro, and on May 23, 1775, six men
met and drew up and passed nine separate lawsas the basis of a code for the
new colony. Of these nine laws three are of particular interest to the livestock
industry. They are entitled:

"An act to preserve the range; that is, the right of public pasture.
"An act for preserving the breed of horses.
An act for preserving game

A close search through every available source of information fails to dis-
cover more than the titles to these nine laws. Their wording has been lost
to posterity. Shaler's History of Kentucky, page 69, says:

"The foregoing laws have not come down to us in detaiL We have only
their titles."

It certainly would be interesting to know the exact phraseology of the law
for preserving the range. Considering, however, the various statements made
by early writers as to the damage done to the forests and ranges by the live-
stock of the Virginia settlers, as well as their comments on the wretched physi-
cal condition of the animals themselves, It Is but reasonable to assume that
this law was intended to restrict in some degree the wasteful use of the range
by livestock. If this assumption be true, then this is the first known attempt
to regulate by law the use of the public domain for grazing livestock.

Boone was a member of this convention, and as he had been a cattle owner
in the Virginia colony it is not unlikely that he was responsible for the measure.
After the passage of these nine measures the convention adjourned to meet
again in September, 1775, but never reassembled, the colony of Virginia having
stepped in and protested Henderson's action in acquiring the land. Thus ended
the colony of Transylvanla

MAJOR PoWELL'S PLAN

There seems to be no record of further agitation along these lines until in
1818 when Major Powell, then head of the United States Geological Survey,
made an Investigation Into the values and future uses of the lands of the arid
region. (Lands of the Arid Region of the United States. Powell, J. W., Re-
port U. S. Geological Survey, 1878.) He proposed first a systematic classification
of the lands as irrigable, nonirrigable, timber, pasture, mineral, coal, etc. Under
the head "The land system needed for the arid region." Major Powell pro.
posed a plan for the management of such of the western lands as this class!-
fication would list as valuable largely for pasturuge purposes. He felt they
should be granted to each settler in comparatively large units. In this report
Major Powell further outlined a bill under which Congress was to authorize
the organization of pasturage districts. Nine or more homesteaders or settlers
could organize such a district, each settler to select and file upon a tract of
not more than four sections, or 2,560 acres, to include not more than 20 acres
of Irrigable land. Title to all minerals, etc., was to be reserved to the Gov-
ernment. The surveys of these districts to be made according to contour lines
somewhat as has been done In Australia. This was to prevent one man from
"shoestringing" his claim along both sides of a water course shutting out
others from obtaining a fair share of the stream for both Irrigation and stock-
watering purposes

Powell believed sincerely that under this combined system of irrigated farms
and pasturage homesteads the West would soon be settled up by bona fide
homebuilders whose primary busmess would be lrrestock raising and the
pasture lands would thus serve their highest economic purpose through the
grazing of livestock. Unquestionably Major Powelfs proposed grazing bill was
the first measure ever drawn up for such purposes, although It was too many
years In advance of public sentiment to get legislative attention or action.
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OTHEU PUOPOSED PLAI'S

While the question of some sort of control of the public domain had been
discussed at livestock meetings here and there throughout the western range
States for the previous two or three years, it had not become a matter of
general interest until about 1898. At the first meeting of the National Live-
stock Association held at Denver, Cob., In that year, there was considerable
discussion of plans for meeting the problem along two distinct lines. One was
a direct transfer to the States of all the remaining public lands lying within
the boundaries of each State and still in the bands of the Federal Government.
This Idea was generally designated as the "ceding of the arid lands," and the
plan had many strong advocates. The other was the leasing of the public
domain by the Federal Government. It Is well to note here that in the begin-
fling of this discussion there was absolutely no thought of range management
under the permit system as worked out Inter by the Forest Service in its han-
dling of the grazing ranges in the national forests.

Neither of the above-mentioned ideas met with the general support of a ma-
jority of the western livestock men. The whole idea of a controlled range was
new and untried. They had been using the public domain for many years free
of charge and without any restrictions whatever excepting those which they
themselves originated and made effective. "Why venture into unknown, un-
charted seas?" they asked. The advocates of the leasing system also found
themselves opposed by many small owners who feared in any leasing system,
no matter bow carefully safeguarded, a monoplization of the ranges by the
large stock owners and livestock corporations. There was also much opposi-
tion from friends of the homesteaders, who claimed that under a leasing
system even were the homesteader given the right to enter fenced areas of
leased land and file on a homestead he would nevertheless hesitate to do so,
fearing objection and reprisals on the part of the lessee.

The advocates of making a free gift to every public land State of the remain-
ing public lands within its borders were opposed by men who doubted the
ability of the States to handle these areas on a fair and just basis, believing
sincerely that local politics would rule in their disposal to the injury of the
small owners. There was also -objection on the part of citizens of the eastern
part of the United States against this on the grounds that tbe bands were the
property of all the States, had been specifically reserved by the Federal
Government when the States had been admitted to the Union, and should there-
fore be retained by the Government as a part of the general resources of the
Nation.

The more the matter was discussed the wider grew the gulf between the
different elements interested in it. While many stockmen grazing their herds
on the public lands admitted that the areas were deteriorating, recognized the
necessity for some sort of control, and also acknowledged frankly that unless
something was done to stop the destruction the lands were doomed as a grazing
resource, it was Impossible to get them to agree on any definite plans for the
management of these areas. They knew the patient was seriously ill and
needed a doctor, but never did they agree as to what doctor should be called.
An active majority, fearful of some hidden danger in any of the plans offered,
adopted a "let us alone" policy, fearing to "fly from IbIs that were to evils
they knew not of." -

pEn1r oa LflsEWHIcfl SrsTE1?

Broadly speaking, the sheep-grazing Interests of the West were almost uni-
formly opposed to any plan that was suggested. The cattle owners using the
public domain, however, were generally favorable to some form of control
similar to that which the Forest Service was working out in administering
grazing ranges within the national forests. This was the permit system, which
avoided the pitfalls of the leasing of definite areas to be under the absolute
control of the lessee and substituted a system that permitted each stockman to
graze a certain number of livestock under a permit which stated the exact
number of stock he was to graze and allotted sufficient range In the forest upon
which to graze them. -

These permits did not recognize the right to use any specific range year
after year, but provided that as far as possible the same ranges would be
allotted, subject to necessary changes due to new perinittees coming In and
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certain withdrawals of areas for watershed protection or other and higher
needs of greater importance to the public than the grazing of livestock. This
latter included such important public functions as the protection of the water
supply of cities and towns within or adjacent to the national forests, the
protection of the forest growth, the protection of the wild life, game, etc., and
the watersheds of the great reclamation projects throughout the West, where
the question of heavy grazing and silt dePosit in the reservoirs was and still is
a very vital matter. .

All these points were fully covered by the permit system, which seemed at
once flexible and just. Flexible, wherever it became necessary to consider
grazing as a secondary use subservient to some higher need, and just In that
It provided sufficient land for the needs of each permittee, which could be
readily increased or decreased as the conditions made necessary.

The two ideas "ceding the arid lands" and "leasing the public domain"
persisted for a few years, but the instant success of the permit system as
introduced by the Forest Service was so great that those Interested in the
question of controlling the public domain concentrated on tnd advocated that
system In all their plans as the most suitable for meeting the constantly,
changing conditions on the public domain. The only point at issue with the
advocates of this method of control has been the question as to which of the
departments of the Federal Government should be charged with the respon-
sibility of enforcing any law that Congress might pass covering the subject.

The stockmen themselves generally indorsed the Department of Agricul-
ture as best qualified, believing It to be wholly a matter of crop production.
Others looking at it only as a matter of land administration have urged that
it be placed under the direct charge of the General Land Office of the Interior,
Department, that bureau having general control of the public domain as far
as the administration of the several homestead and other land settlement laws
Is concerned.

ROOSEVELT'S PUBLIC LANDS COMMISSION

In 1903 President Roosevelt recognized the Imperative need for some logical
action looking to the preservation of that part of the public domain more
suitable for the grazing of livestock than any other agricultural use. He
decided that the matter was of so much Importance as to justify the creation
of a special commission for the express purpose of studying the situation and
advising him, and through him the Congress, as to the most practical means
of saving from further spollatlon the remaining areas of the public domain

On October 22 1903 he appointed the following gentlemen members of
what he designated as a Public Lands Commission: W. A. Richards, Commis-
sioner of the General Land Office; H. Newell, Chief Engineer of the Rcla-
mation Service; and Gifford Pinchot, Forester of the Department of Agri-
culture

In his letter to the members of this commission Mr. Roosevelt asked themto
"Report upon the condition, operation, and effect of the present land laws

and to recommend such changes as are needed to effect the. largest practical
disposition of the public lands to actual settlers who will build permanent.
homes upon them and to secure In permanence the fullest and most effective
use of the resources of the public lands."

In establishing this ctmimission the President had in mind two distinct
things First the establishment of the homesteader on such areas of the
public domain as were suitable for such use; and second, to make suitable
recommendations for further legislation as to the best possible use of what
was found not to be suitable a a farm unit on which could be established
agricultural homesteads The members of this commission were nil deeply con
cerned with this question They had already studied it from many angles
and pursuant to Mr Roose'relt s orders spent nearly two years in careful
personal field investigations covering every part of the western range regions.
Questionnaires were sent to over 1,400 western livestock men then using the
public lands for grazing purposes in which they were asked to state their
views as to the best methods for preserving what was left of the publk domain,
together with suggestions for Its future use. The result of this survey Is
Summarized from the report to the President made In February, 1903, as
follows:
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control of the public domain at this White Rouse meeting
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"The great bulk of the vacant public lands throughout the West are unsuit-
able for cultivatiOn under the present known conditions of agriculture, and
so located that they can not be reclaimed by irrigation. They are, and
probably always must be, of chief value for grazing.

"At present the vacant public lands are theoretically open commons, free
to all citizens; but, as a matter of fact, a large proportion has been parceled
out by more or less definite compacts or agreements among the various inter-
ests. These tacit agreements are cOntinually being violated. The sheepmen and
cattlemen are in frequent collision because of incursions upon each other's do-
main. Land which for years has been regarded as exclusively cattle range may
be infringed upon by lare bands of sheep, forced by drought to migrate.
* * * There are localities where the people are utilizing to their own satis-
faction the open range, and their demand Is to be let alone, so that they may
parcel out among themselves the use of the lands; but an agreement made
to-day may be broken to-morrow by changing conditions or shifting interests.

"The general lack of control in the use of public grazing lands has resulted,
naturally and Inevitably, in overgrazing and the ruin of millions of acres
of otherwise valuable grazing territory. Lands useful for grazing are losing
their only capacity for productiveness, as of course they must when no legal
control is exercised. * * *

"Prompt and effective action must be taken, however, if the value of very
much of the remaining public domain is not to be totally lost.

"Your commission concurs in the opinion of the stockmen that some form
of Government control is necessary at once, * * * and recommends that
suitable authority be given to the President to set aside, by proclamation.
certain grazing districts or reserves

GRAZING LANDS IN SCHEME OF NATIONAL CONSERVATION

In May, 1908, President Roosevelt, realizing the urgent need of definite plans
for conserving the natural resources of this country, called into consultation
in the city of Washington the governors of the several States, together with a
distinguished list of men prominent in American political, economic, and scien-
tific life. The meetings were held in the East Room of the White House, the
President himself presiding. In his opening address he laid before them in
very plain, definite language the urgent necessity for a national conservation
program which would protect from further spoliation and waste all the great
natural resources of this country. These, he said, were the lands, forests,
water, coal, oils, and other mineral deposits, each of which he firmly believed
should be under some definite management and protection that we and those
coming after us might enjoy all of them to the full, using but not wasting them.

Mr. Roosevelt was especially keen for some form of Federal control for
handling those areas of public domain which for lack of water or other
causes were not susceptible of growing crops under any of the present-day
methods of agriculture. These lands, the property of the people of the whole
country, were being exploited by a comparatively few citizens simply because
there were no laws, either State or Federal, that provided for their control and
protection. This, he stated, should not be allowed to continue, urging prompt
passage by Congress çf a law which would give these areas proper supervision
under Federal authority"

The Inspiration of Mr. Roosevelt's arguments for conservation set in motion
a train of action following which practically all but one of the great national
resources which he mentioned at this meeting have been taken In hand and
some remedial measures applied. The single exception is the grazing land of
the public domain, for which nothing has as yet been done in the way of even
moderate measures of protection, although the same destructive forces have
been continually at work on every acre of It; erosion has increased; the old,
nutritious grasses and forage plants have almost ceased to exist on ninny
areas and what was once a national asset has become almost a national
liability

Of the 1.900.000,000 acres which form the land surface of the present United
States, exclusive of Alaska and our island possessions, there remained on
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July 1, 1924, but 186,605,000 acres of what is classed in the General Land
'Office of the United States as "unappropriated and unreserved public lands."

The following table shows the amounts so classified and still open to entry
nnder the severnl land laws for the States commonly known as the public-
land States on July 1, 1924. (Circular No. 950, General Land Office.)

Acreage Zig S'tate.

The lands in the original thirteen StatesConnecticut, Delaware, Georgia,
3larylnnd, Massachusetts, North Carolina New Hampshire, New Jersey, New
lork Pennsylvania Rhode Island South Carolina and Virginiaalso in Texas
never formed a part of the public domain their disposition is governed by the
states mats and information concerning same should be sought from the State
authorities

The report above cited also elassliles roughly the character of these remaining
acres of public domain as farming, agricultural, grazing, rough broken, mows-
tainous, etc. The major portion of these lands is classified as fit for grazing
'only The facts are that since the passage of the original homestead law in
1S62 the public lands have been combed over year after year by swarms of
bomeseekers with the result that what is now left is not capable of being used
as the basis for a satisfactory farm homestead Its main value is through Its
utilization for the grazing of livestock by local residents who own improved
homesteads in its immediate vicinity and to whom it Is now and always wilL
be far more valuable for that than for any other purpose.

With his keen appreciation of securing favorable public sentiment as a neces-
ary background for any great movement, Mr. Roosevelt went direct to the

western range stockmem for their assistance in his plans for conserving the
pubhc lands They were the men most intimately concerned as well as best
informed as to the need for some admimst'rative control over them. Accord-
ingly, In January, 1907, he appointed a committee of practical western range
stockinen and asked them to meet In Washington and advise with him as to the
best means of handling the matter. . This committee consisted of Senator
Francis E. Warren, of Wyoming; Henry A. Jastro, of California; Prank 31.
Stewart, of South Dakota; Martin Cam, of Idaho; and Will C. Barnes, of New
Mexico. This committee organized and spent some time in consultation In the
(lapital City

After giving the subject full consideration the committee reported to the
President that in their judgment the remaining areas of unappropriated and
unreserved public domain were in bad condition from overgrazing and should.

Area In acres

Surveyed Unsurveyed Total

Alabama 36,140 35,140
Arizona 4,591,100 9,305,760 13,895,860
Arkansas 233,599 233,699
'California 15,394,903 4,331,269 19,626,172
'Colorado 6,444425 1,150,545 7,556,970
Florida 78,606 79,606
Idaho 7,897,659 1,915,372 9,811,031
Xansas 2,1138 2,038
louisiana 8,876 8,876
Michigan. 71,691 71,691
Minnesota 264,225 264,225
Mississippi 18, 546 18,546
Montana 5,775,933 1,066,353 6,784,286
Nebraska.. 10,671 30,671
Nevada 31,708,466 20,573,812 52,285,278
New Mexico 4,315,533 2,048,246 16,369,769

North Dakota 131,659 131,659
Oklahoma . 34,533 34,533
Oregon 13, 233,611 186,610 13,420,231
South Dakota 212,606 29,399 242,605
Tltah 12,447,778 16,319,609 28,767,687
Wasbington 981,462 237,923 1,269,333
Wisconsin 4,652 4,652
Wyoming 15,265,669 433,164 15,687,833

Grand total.._ 129,186,371 57,418,362 186,604,733
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be at once placed under the control of the Secretary of Agriculture with power
to promulgate such rules and regulations for its use for grazing purposes as in
his judgment were necessary and practical. This committee considered the
matter as not a question of land administration, but one of crop production,
thus falling strictly within the province of the Department of Agriculture.

Mr. Roosevelt's enthusiasm for this measure was great, and he did every-
thing in his power to secure the passage of the needed legislation while he was
in office, believing sincerely the measure would be not only of national benefit
but, apart from that, would put the range-livestock business of the West on a
firm foundation commensurate with its needs as an industry.

Mr. Roosevelt had seen some of the western ranges in their original con-
dition, almost untouched by grazing animals except the buffalo and other big
game, and knew how fast they were being depreciated through uncontrolled
grazing. Excepting such compartively small areas as might be brought under
the plough through irrigation, he believed the bulk of the remaining publie
domain was most valuable to the- nation as a public grazing commons to be
held for that purpose forever

' ALUE5 OF Giizru LAI,Ds

It is absolutely necessary in any study of a plan of management for the
public domain grazing lands to have some knowledge of what stockmen are
paying for the grazing use of lands of comparable value. This in order that
the charges for Its use, if such a charge is made, should have some reason-
able economic basis. -

The Forest Service has recently completed a very wide and comprehensive
inquiry into the grazing values of lands in private ownership used in con-
nection with the grazing of livestock in the - various national forests through-
out the range States.' This study involved the consideration of no less than
1,125 different tracts of land leased by stockmen, covering over 9,000,000
acres lying in the 11 western range States. The period covered by - the leases
averages about 10 years, In some cases running for as many as 15 years.
Wherever the lands were of unusual strategic value, giving the possessor
of them control of water on the public domain, or through the use of the
water on the private lands enabling the lessees to control adjoining public
domain ranges, they were excluded from the study, the plan being to use for
study only those lands which were comparable with the grazing lands of
the adjoining or near-by national forests and used for the greater part of the
year by - national forest grazing permittees. -

The figures so gathered show the prices paid by the range stockmen,
voluntarily and under the ordinary requirements of their range business,
and generally not under pressure or unusual conditions of injurious rivalry
or competition. They may very properly be considered to show the true
commercial value of these lands according to the judgment of the stockmen
leasing them. Frequently, where private lands have been leased under com-
petitive bids, as on a number of large Indian reservations throughout the
West, the,prices - paid have been greatly increased by competition for pos-
session of the land. Such lands were excluded from the Forest Service study
and were not considered

The following figures have been -taken at random from this range appraisal
report and are used here merely to give the student of this subject some
definite information as to what the lands In the pubhc domain may be con-
sidered to be worth to the stockrnen if placed under some form of Government
control and handled under the permit system It is Important to understand
that generally the lands covered by the range appraisal report are of much
higher carrying capacity and value than the general average of the remaining
portions of the public domaIn.

STATE AND RAILROAD LANDS

Atlanllc and Pacific Railroad Grant in New MericO and Arirona.ApProXI-
xnately 3000000 acres are under lease at prices that average from 2% to 3
cents per acre This land is not of high carrying capacity under normal con-
ditions and will require not less than 50 acres to the cow for a year-bog period.

U Report rnted In mu on page 17. part 1, Senate remmittee hearthgs, Apr11 17. IS..
md 21, 192. -
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The demand for these Arizona and New Mexico lands Is not heavy. There
are many large areas of public domain intermingled with them which prevents
their exclusive use by the lessees, excepting where they can be consolidated
'with State lands as outlined elsewhere In this bulletin.

Oregon.In this State the private lands are generally timberlands of good
grazing values owned by large corporations, held in small units not always
lying adjacent to each other. Stockmen lease them and when Inside a national
forest, exchange the grazing with the Forest Service under a free private
land permit.

For sheep-grazing purposes these lands are bringing an average. of about
6.8 cents per acre for tracts outside the national forest and 12 cents inside the
forests. These prices are the result of the stockmen's needs, especially sheep
owners, for additional range on which to graze their stock, the acreage in pub-
lic domain areas having been greatly reduced in recent years.

Privately owned lands within the forest boundaries frequently bring a greater
price than those outside because, for grazing purposes, they can be exchanged
acre for acre with the Forest Service under regulations of the Secretary of
Agriculture, the Government allotting the range in a solid block and on actual
carrying capacity basis. In return, under the terms of exchanges, the private
lands are allotted to other forest permlttees the same as if they were Govern-
inent lands. The usual restrictions of the Forest Service as to maximum num-
ber of stock grazed by a single individual or corporation do not affect lands
so exchanged. Few, if any, of these lands are comparable with the average
public domain areas in Oregon, being of greater value in every way.

In the Blue Mountain region of eastern Oregon where sheep growing is
the dominant industry the strong demand for grazing lands has resulted In
high prices beng :paid for the use of private lands, generally timbered areas
owned by large lumbering interests. These prices average about 15.3 cents
an acre for sheep use during a rather short summer season of not to exceed
four and a half months. These lands are leased In comparatively large blocks,
but only under annual contracts. The contracts, however, are almost uni-
formly renewed without break or delay.

These prices are probably the highest paid for strictly sheep-grazing lands In
large blocks in the entire West. There is a record of one large tract of rail-
road land whch is leased by a large operator at the present time (1925) from
the original owners for 15 cents an acre fiat, and subleaed in smaller tracts to
sheep gazers at a uniform price of 25 cents an acre.

Eastern. lvashington.Railroad sections leased in large blocks average 6.3
ceats per acre for sheep grazing. Most of these lands are comparable in
grazing values to what Is left of the public domain in that region.

Wyoining.The major portion of the grazing lands belonging to the State
and railroad are leased at an average of about 5 cents per acre.

(lalifornia.The Southern Pacific Railroad Co. leases over 944,000 acres of
Its lands in alternate sections in the vicinity of. the various national forests
at an average price of 6 cents an acre. These leases run for enly one yeir,
but are renewed regularly year after year without disturbance to the lessees
or attempts to increase the price.

Idaho.For several years previous to 1924 the State lands in Idaho, gen-
emily school sections, were uniformly leased at 15 cents an acre for grazing
purposes. This was reduced to 7 cents in 1924 by the State authorities be-
cause of the distress in the sheep industry throughout that State.

One block of 96,'OO acres of private land leased by the Eastern Idaho Graz-
Ing Association is now bringing 9 cents an acre fiat. Much of this land is
used for spring lambing. Its general carrying capacity is slightly under 1
acre per sheep and 6.3 acres for one cow for the summer season, with a gen-
eral average use of five months. This Is rather high-grade grazing Ian&

In the region adjacent to the Minidoka National Forest In southern Idaho,
the Southern Pacific Railroad Co. leases some 69,000 acres of its grazing lands
to one stoekinan at a price that averages about 1 cents per acre.

The Utah Construction Co. leases over 323,000 acres of land In the same
region from the same railroad company at an average of 2 cents per acre.
'The major portion of both these areas may be classed as strictly winter range,
beIng semidesert in character and not very well watered It probably will
class with the average of the lands in the public domain In Utah, Nevada,
Arizona, and Wyoming, and will require an average of from 50 to 60 acres ta
the cow on a year-long basis.
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Colorado.The price established by the State for its lands leased to stock-
men ranges from 7 to 12 cents an acre, the land being classified in value largely
according to its stock-watering possibilities.

The average price for the entire State is 8' cents an acre. This land is
generally of excellent grazing value and considerably above the average of
what remains of the public domain in that State.

Montana.An average price of 11.3 cents per acre is paid for a large acreage
of leased Montana State lands. It is mostly leased in small tracts, generally
by sections of 640 acres, and is of unusually high grazing value, some timbered
and some areas of open prairie land. The season of use averages five and
one-half months, and an average of 12 acres is required to graze one cow.
which equals a per head cost for the season of $1.60.

Within the boundaries of the Helena National Forest In Montana over
54,000 acres of Northern Pacific lands In alternate sections are leased to cattle-
men at an average price of 8.5 cents per acre. It requires 12 acres to graze one
cow. On a per head basis this equals a cost of $1.06 for one cow for the season
of five months

On the Helena and the adjoining Deerlodge National Forests in Montana
approximately 101,000 acres of State and private lands are leased for sheep-
grazing purposes. The average rent per acre is 12.9 cents, and as the season is
short, averaging but a scant two months, the cost per sheep equals a monthly
charge of 10 cents a head. This land is of high grade and furnishes unusually
fine, fat lambs for the September markets.

Near the Custer National Forest in southeastern Montana a large block of
State land and other private land, amounting to 27,000 acres, is leased to a
well-known cattklman for 10 cents per acre. It requires 40 acres to support one
cow for the 9-month season, which makes a cost of about $4 per head. The
year-long grazing fee charged on the adjoining Custer National Forest is $1
per head

These prices, paid in open market with little or no element of speculation or
rivalry except ordinary business procedure and without competition through
bids, may well be accepted as the average prices which stockmen are now pay-
ing for western range grazing lands in fairly large blocks. These areas, how-
ever, are all of much higher grade as to feed and water than any public domain
lands, and comparatl'7 values must be used in studying them.

iNDLAN LAND LEASES

The grazing lands within the various Indian reservations, such as the Apache
Indian Reservation in Arizona, the Crow and Cheyenne Reservations in Mon-
tana, the Pine Ridge in South Dakota, and the Colvllle and the Yakima in
Washington, are all leased to stockmen under competitive bids. The leases
run an average of live years, and In subsequent years the original lessee is
given an opportunity to renew his lease at the highest bid should his own bid
be exceeded by some other bidder.

The Apache Indianlands up to 1921 cost the stockmen about $1.40 for one
cow and 45 cents for one sheep for the yenriong season. The Indian Service is
now (1925) trying out a new and somewhat novel plan for the basis of the fees
on this reservation. Instead of an arbitrary price per head, the lands are
valued on a basis of 7 per centof the price received for yearling steers during
the prevIous year. Thus, If steer prices rise, the fees rise; if they go down,
the fees are reduced proportionately. In other words, if yearling steers raised
in the reservation averaged $20 per head for 1924, the grazing fees for 1925
would be $20X7 per cent'$l 40

Two large tracts of the Crow lands brought 10 cents per acre, making a cost
per cow of about 40 cents per head per month, and one tract for sheep brought
17 cents per acre, or at the rate of 10.3 cents per head per month Another
large tract on this reservation brought 21 cents a head for cattle, making a cost
per cow of 35 cents per head per month

An interesting point was developed In the study of these Crow leases. The
to tracts of 1 rad that brought 10 cents an acre covered (128 852 acres which
could be used with safety for but seven months of each year It required 301
acres to carry a cow for this period, which made it cost 40 cents a month per
head for one cow or $280 for the season. The other tract covered 346,262 acres
and could be used for a full 12 months. It was leased for 21 cents an acre,
or over twice what the first tract brought the Indians. Its carrying capacity
was, however, one cow to every 20.1 acres, which cut down the actual grazing
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cost to 35 cents per head per month, or $4.20 for one cow during the whole
year.

Not only was the second tract a better one for the stockmen on the basis
of actual cost of the feed, but being smaller in size and more compact, it
naturally required less fencing, less fence riding, fewer men to ride the range,
smaller investment in repairs, watering places, and such other matters, than
the larger area. Taking all these items into consideration, the second tract
might well have brought 25 cents an acre and then have provided cheaper
grass than the other. These figures illustrate very forcibly the absolute need
for a careful, sytematic survey of every unit of a grazing area offered for
lease or purchase in order that, through the carrying capacity figures, the
owner as well as the prospective lessee may know exactly what the land is
worth for stock-grazing purposes. Such a grazing study and estimate may
well be compared to an invoice of property on hand previous to a sale of a
merchandising business.

On the northern Cheyenne Reservation, in Montana, an area of 100,000
acres is leased for 16 cents per acre, making a cow cost of 21 cents per head
per month, or $3.24 for the year-long season. The Pine Ridge Agency lands
cost the cattlemen 30 cents per head per month. The average season is 1.7
months. On the Colville Reservation, in Washington, the Indians lease their
lands for sheep grazing principally, the cost per sheep being 1.5 cents per
acre, or 4.4 cents per head, per month. This range is distant from the ranches
and shipping points, and of somewhat low grade and carrying capacity.

On the Yakima Reservation the charge for sheep range over a period of 11
years is 14.7 cents per acre, making a per head cost for sheep of 16.2 cents
per month.

With the exceptions noted, these Indian grazing lands are all of a much
higher value for livestock grazing than the best of the public domain lands,
and must be considered and compared on that basis.

FOliAGE paovzcrios NEGLECTED IN LEASES

It is a matter of great surprise to discover that in a large number of grazing
leases reviewed, covering the grazing use of State, Indian, and privately owned
lands, the owners, with very few exceptions, took no steps to protect their
lands from injury through overstocking and overgrazing. Probably 95 per
cent of the leases studied or examined in the range-appraisal work of the
Forest Service were absolutely silent on this very Important point.

The lands covered by these leases are owned by States, corporations, lxiii.
viduals, etc., and some by the Federal Government itself. Only here and there
throughout the range region have a few individual owners availed themselves
of the experience and studies of the Forest Service. These have placed In
their grazing leases some of the more vital stipulations which that Federal
organ istion places in every grazing permit issued, either specifically or
through reference to the grazing regulations concerning such matters. Some
of these are: The exact number of stock to be grazed, theseasons of use, dis-
tribution of stock on the range salting plans and water supply

Where private lands are inside the national forest boundaries and inter-
mingled with the Government-owned lands the enforcement of the stipulations
of the Forest Service gives the private lands practically the same protection
the Government lands receive. There are, however, millions of acres of
grazing lands in private ownership that have been used for many years past
entirely at the option of the lessee regardless of any injury to the lands and
forage cover through the presence of the stoek Object lessons along this line
can be seen in every western State where private or semiprivate lands are
being leased to stockmen for grazing purposes.

The lack of limitations or restrictions in the use of these private lands has
been repeatedly referred to by the stockmen as giving them a higher leasing
value than the national-forest grazing lands on which such restrictions are
being enforced.

MASAGEMEN-r OF Nol ra.u. Gaazxxc LANDS

TEXAS LATDS

Texas has aptly been described by one writer as "the great livestock hive
from which swarmed the cattle which now cover the whole plains region
Standing at it does, at the head of all the States in area, and considering
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that the livestock industry in Texas is the paramount one and the grazing of
cattle and sheep on the open ranges in the West may be said to have originated
and reached its highest state of development on the great grassy plains of
that State, it is fitting that any study of range management, development, and
leasing should begin there.

Under the first treaty of annexation in 1844 the Republic of Texas sur-
rendered all her public lands to the United States. This treaty, however,
failed of approval by the United States Senate, for which Texas should be
everlastingly thankful.

A second treaty was then drawn up in March, 1845, which was approved by
the Senate; but evidently the Texans had reconsidered the idea of turning
over their immense landed property, for this second treaty expressly reserved
to the new State all the lands owned by the Republic.

Texas was primarily an open-range country, and naturally the question of
the use of the vast bodies of fine grazing land belonging to the State soon
became a matter of public concern. Many years of agitation and lawmaking
followed, with the result that about the time the first real discussion as to the
grazing use of the public lands In the other range States began to take shape
the people of Texas had already given this matter much consideration and had
established a fairly definite policy for handling their lands.

In the early days of the Texas Republic all public lands were sold for the
benefit of the Republic, the receipts to go into the public treasury for general
support of the government; but in 1839 the legislature of the Republic passed
an act devoting certain of the State lands to educational purposes. This law
provided that

"None of the lands so appropriated and set apart by this act * * * shall
be disposed of in any manner except by lease * * * and none of said lands
shall be disposed of by lease for a longer period than three years."

This is the first law on record covering- the leasing of public lands for live-
stock raising purposes or the funds secured thereby to be applied to the benefit
of the public schools.

The Texas State constitution of 1845 continued this lease Idea in force, but
extended the period to 20 years

In the years following its annexation to the United States, as the State set-
tled up, eas lands were a source of much local friction and of constant dis-
cussion. By far the largest part of the State was then unorganized and the
lands of course imsnrveyed. Squatters went onto them and incloseci or handled
them to the exclusion of others, the State laws were flouted, and squatter
sovereignty prevailed, backed generally by the squatter's firearms. This led to
the passage of an act in 1879, the preamble of which was as follows:

"Whereas, many persons in this State have inclosed a large portion of the
public free-school lands and have thus severed them from the public common
and are using them for pasturnge to the exclusion of all others," etc.

In such cases the act above cited provided that persons so inclosing the State
lands for their own use should be charged annually $25 a section for such use.
As far as can be thaced, this was the first value by sections placed upon graz-
ing lands in this country; but it was undoubtedly a penalty rather than an
actual valuation for at that tune State lands were selling for very low figures
frequently as low as 10 cents per acre for what is now considered high class
grazing land. As late as the year 1890, the writer was offered a solid body of
10,000 acres of unusually well-sodded grazing land in the vicinity of Amarillo,
Tax. for $1.25 an acre 25 cents an acre down and the balance In 40 years time
at 3 per cent interestand turned it down as too high priced for cattle raising
purposes

For several years, especially between 1876 and 1886, the question of free
grass or leases was a burning one in Te-ra'. The State government found
Itself In much the same position as did the Federal Government In later years
when Federal forest officers undertook to regulate the use by stockmen of the
grazing lands included In the national forests. The stocknien, especially In the
western half of the State In the Pan Handle' section had used the grazing
lands for so many years without lease or restrictions of any kind that, like the
users of the public domain, they believed they had in some way secured what
they delighted to call an Inalienable right to use the public (State) lands
when how and as they pleased

The penalties prescribed by the Texas laws were seldom enforced, and the
State was losing thousamis of dollars through the unlawful inelosure and use
of Its lands by stockmen grazinu all kinds of livestock.
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Continued agitation in Texas resulted in the passage in April, 1883, of a
revised and improved lease law, which placed all the State lands in the hands
of a State land board, repealed all past laws, and set up a very definite plan
for issuing leases to stockmen, farmers, and other citizens who desired to use
State lands. The law limited the amount of land to be sold to one person at
one section of agricultural or seven sections, of unwatered pasture land. At
first the leasing charge was uniformly 4 cents per acre per year for the max!-
mum period of 10 years. In a year or two the State land board raised the
price to 8 cents per acre. This resulted in a State-wide fight against the whole
leasing proposition, and the fight for free grass versus the lease law was re-
newed with great bitterness. Fences were cut, miles of grass lands burned
over, and a state of lawlessness existed that covered a large part of the State,
especially in the Pan Handle region.

In an effort to prevent further friction the State legislature in April, 1887,
passed a new lease law much stricter than the law of 1883, providing severe
penalties for its violation but not raising the lease price per acre. Under thin
law the old land board was done away with and the sole responsibility for
carrying out the law, placed with a State land commissioner. Agricultural.
lands were to be leased at $2 per acre. The period of the leases was placed at:
six years with certain exceptions.

This act was further amended in 1891, the lands being classified by counties,
so that in certain semiarid western counties where open-range conditions.
prevailed it could be leased for 10 years; elsewhere for not to exceed 5. The-
4 cents charge peracre was continued, however, excepting in the case of lands.
belonging to the State university, which were allowed to be leased at 3 cents.
an acre. Just why the university lands were leased for less is not clear.
Certainly they were so intermingled with the rest of the State lands as to make.
them equally valuable for grazing purposes.

Following the passage of this law there was considerable agricultural
settlement of State lands in western Texas. As a result, however, of lack of
the usual rainfall and of adverse financial conditions in the early nineties,
almost all the purchasers as well as lessees failed to make their payments,
and conditions again became serious all over the State. Another land law
was passed in 1895 and amended later by the legislatures of 1807 and 1901.
Under these changes the minimum sale price of grazing land was reduced from
two to one dollar an acre, and the agricultural lands from $3 to $1.50 an acre
interest on deferred payments reduced from 5 to 3 per cent, and payments
allowed to run, for 40 years.

The lands were to be leased to the highest bidder, and the minimum: price
per acre was placed at 3 cents.

In gener the lessees were protected from settlers entering the inclosures.
and turning stock loose; also, at the expiration of the- lease the lands were
to lie open for 60 days, during which time they could be.sold to the highest
bidder, the original lessee having the first right to purchase the land He was.
also a preferred lessee in the event there proved to be no purchaser.

Beginning about the year 1904, the dry-farming idea swept over the semi-
arid West, findingin the region west of the onehundredth meridian almost
ideal conditions for that sort of agricultural activity. This brought about a
transformation quite as remarkable and far-reaching in Its effects on the.
generaL conditions In the range States as was the discovery of gold in CallS
forum to economic conditions in that State

Iii Texas lands which had previously been considered useful only for cattle
and sheep grazing with little or no surface water, a rather low precipltation
and valued at from, one to two dollars an acre, were transformed almost in a
day to real farm lands. A regular fever of speculation ensued. Eastern land
colonizers brought in trainloads of land-hungry people, who bought the lands
at comparatively high prices and turned the old-time cow and sheep ranges
Into cotton and wheat fields; andinstead of an occasional shipping pen for'
livestock grain elevators and cotton gins were erected along the railroad
lines. For these reasons the present prices of grazing lands in Texas can not
be used as a guide to range values In other western grazing States. It was
simply a case of suddenly discovering the highest economic value of these lands.

As a matter of fact however, while the Te-as lease laws served an
excellent purpose, none of the several laws passed for their management had
In view anything but the mere adrn.lnistration, of them nsa revenue-producing
resource. There was absolutely no thought of restricting the number of sheep
or cattle to be grazed on a section or requiring even the most elementary-
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efforts to preserve the forage on the lands from complete extinction. A rota-
tion In use or any system of protection which would allow the grasses to
reseed and reproduce themselves never seems to have entered into the plans
of the officials in charge of the State lands. The strict enforcement of the
Texas lease laws did result in greatly improved local conditions, the State
revenues were proportionately increased, while the security of occupancy
under them was a great factor In establishing the range livestock business
in that State on a more satisfactory basis than it had ever been before.

With the full enforcement of the lease law and the protection it afforded,
came a strong demand for better blood all over western Texas Millions
were spent in obtaining the best bulls in the country, and the present uni-
formerly high grade of west Texas cattle is due in great part to the stability
which came to the industry with the firm establishment of the State lease
law and the ending of the uncertainties as to tenure of use, which existed
before that time.

Nevertheless these wonderful Texas ranges continued to deteriorate for
some years, even under private ownership, and stockmen seemed utterly
oblivious to the fact. For years the grasses and forage plants had been so
plentiful and new, unused ranges so readily available when the stockmen
cared to move on, that the word "inexhaustible" was in almost universal
use when speaking of grazing resources. If the feed did seem to be short,
they had but to drive their herds a little farther west onto new areas used
previously only by the game animals. Only under such conditions can their
shortsightedness be understood. Fortunately for their future values, far-
seeing State officials began an educational propaganda which proved so effec-
tive that the major portion of the fine grazing lands of west Texas are to-day
In excellent shape and being used wIth a full and keen appreciation of the
value of, and necessity for, their reasonable care and management.

OTnER STATE LENDS

All of the western range States have been granted more or less of the pub-
lic domain inside their boundaries upon their obtaining statehood. Almost
universally each has been granted sectIons 16 and 36 to provide funds for the
support of the public schools within the State. When Arizona and New Mexico
were admitted Congress gave both of them not only sections 16 and 38, but also
2 and 32 for school purposes. A number of other States were granted addi-
tional sections for certain specific purposes, sometimes as an outright gift for
public use, but generally for the aid and support of public institutions, colleges,
raining schools, universities, etc.

In the case of some of the grants of land shortly after the Civil War, no re-
strictions were placed upon sales or leases. This resulted in their being dis-
posed of at prices perhaps fully up to their value at that time, but far less
than they would have brought had they been leased instead of sold and held
until such time as the settlement of the State naturally increased their value.

Undoubtedly the one wise plan In handling such lands would have been to
forbid forever their sale and alienation by the States, depending entirely upon
the sums received from leasing to supply the schools with funds.' In this way
the increases In value would have Inured to the State, and, what Is far more
important, these funds would have been flowing in regularly year after year
providing a regular, dependable income for the schools. Instead, In many
instances the lands have been sold at what now seems very low values, and the
receipts frittered away with little or nothing now left to show for the money.
True, in private hands they produce revenue from taxation, but taxation Is
always a burden on the property owner, while the constant revenue from the
lptes would have made the sums available without resort to taxation

In addition to the four school sections granted to the new States of Arizona
and New Mexico, Congress gave them outright sufficient other public lands to
make the grand total of such lands turned over to them by the Federal Gov-
ernment equal to more than twelve million acres for each State. Congress
wisely placed some restrictions on these gifts to the two new States with the
Idea of preventing their dissipation under careless administration by State
officers The important restrictions were In part, as follows

L No land to be sold or leased except to the highest and best bidders at
public auction after due notice given by advertisement 'In the county In which
the lands were situated. The following prov1so however, made the original
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restriction somewhat ineffective; "but lands can be leased only for periods of
five years or less without such advertisement."

2. No lands suitable for agriculture were to be sold for less than $25 an acre
in either State, agricultural lands being described as those "which are or shall
be susceptible of irrigation under any projects now or hereafter completed or
adopted by the United States under legislation for the reclamation of lands or
under any other project for the reclamation of lands."

In Arizona no class of land was to be sold for less than $3 an acre. In New
Mexico lands other than those suitable for agriculture lying east of a certain
specified line were not to be sold for less than $5 an acre, while those lying
west of this line could be sold for not less than $3 an acre. The grazing value
of the two groups justified the difference in the sale price.

The State legislatures subsequently placed several restrictions about the
sale or lease of the lands, intended to keep them from getting into the hands of
large operators or being sold for prices far below their true value. No Arizona
lands may be leased for periods exceeding 20 years, and the law requires the
leasing value to be reappraised at the end of each five-year period.

It is Interesting to note the acreage of these lands now under lease to stock-
men or already sold.

The report of the New Mexico commissioner of public lands for the biennial
period ending December 26, 1922, the last report available, shows the following:

Acres
Under grazing leases 7,559,
Under oil leases i, 500,000
Sold under contract. 2,621,000

The Arizona report as of May, 1923, shows a total of approximately 7,300,000
acres of State lands leased for grazing purposes.

In New Mexico the grazing lands are leased at rates based upon a minimum
of not less than 2 per cent of the appraised value of the lands. According to
the report the general average for New Mexico is about 3/ cents an acre for
such lands.

In Arizona the last available State report, May, 1923, places the average lease
price at 3 cents an acre.

Lands In New Mexico, after being advertised and sold at public auction, may
be paid for In cash or for a one-tenth payment down and the balance on 30
years' time with interest at the rate of 4 per cent.

In Wyoming the State laws have fixed the selling price of all State lands at
a minimum of $10 an acre and restricted the leasing of more than 640 acres to
any one person, firm, or corporation.

AUS1'LLIAN L.&1W5

Australia, a country of vast semidesert areas similar In character and
.dlimate to much of our arid and semiarid areas west of the one hundredth
meridian, has been struggling for years with this question as to the wisest
economic use of certain of her public lands. Australia has about the same
gross area as the United States exclusive of HawaII and Alg'dr, or nearly
2,000 000 000 surface acres

Methods of farming followed hi the mother country were not at all appli-
enble to the vast waterless regIons In most of the Australian States. Thefirst settlers quickly realized that it was largely a grazing proposition. Free
-use of the Government lands, such as the pioneer stockinen in this country
enjoyed, did not appeal to the Australian settlers. They had the British
idea of absolute possession of land either under direct ownership or lease.

Except for the comparatively small areas suitable for ordinary agriculture,
the acreage required to maintain on native pastures one head of either sheep
-or cattle In Australia was so great that all thought of direct ownership seemed
out of the question. The profitable utilization of such lands could only be
undertaken through large, strongly financed outfits prepared to handle either
sheep or cattle In great numbers and under the most economical plans possible.
Thus the early adventures of the Australian Government into leasing their
grazing lands were upon rather broad lines as far as acreage, years of lease,
-and charges were concerned.

Beginning about 1900 the Government lands in South Australia were leased
in blocks nnlimjteij In size for a period of 42 years at 12 cents per square
mile for the first 7 years, 25 cents for the second 7 years, and 37 cents for
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the third 7 years. For the remaining 21 years the charge per square mile
was to be based upon a charge to equal 4 per cent of its agreed valuation.

In New Sonth Wales the leases were for 40 years with a revaluation every
10 years, to be made under the direction of the Commonwealth land board.
The charge in any event was not to be below 37 cents per square mile, or a
annual rate of 14 cents per head for sheep. About the same prices and con-
clitions prevailed generally throughout the other Australian States, the leasing
period running from 25 to 40 years with the right reserved by the Government.
to revalue the lands for leasing purposes every 10 years.

Within the past few years there has been a general revision of the land
laws all over Australia, the tendency being to break up into smaller units many
of the huge grazing leases and to give men of small means an opportunity
to obtain lands in units of from ten to twenty thousand acres. On the basis of
the carrying capacity of the average lands in Australia, a tract of 20,000 acres
is -not unduly large. These the Government called "grazing farms," whIch,.
except. for size, may well be compared with our 640-acre grazing homestead
bill of 1916.

All the Australian- States reserved the right to a revaluation of these
smaller areas at stated timesin Victoria at the end of 7 years; in New
South Wales, 15 years.. In New South Wales the new leases require the
lessee to reside upon the land continually and to fence it within five years
from the date of lease.

Queensland allows as high as 60,000 acres under one lease. The mini-
mum annual rental is 3 cents per acre. Each tract must be completely fencei:t
within three years from date of lease. Two or more men may go in and
fence their outside boundaries only, but in such cases the total amount in-
closed in a single tract shall not exceed 20,000 acres.

In Western Australia the Government handles - the grazing lands mainly
on a rainfall basis, the prices being established by a sliding scale under a
Government rainfall table. Here the rates are, as low as 72 cents per thousand
acres where the land is leased in blocks of not less than 2(),000 acres to one-
person. All pastoral leases expire automatically in 1928, when rei-aivatioa
and releasing will occur. -

Some of the problems In this far-away land are very interesting. Inc
Queensland they have huge areas Infested with prickly pear (Opuntia spp.)
a plant imported into the country by a pioneer under the impression that
It would be a valuable forage plant - -Like the imported rabbits, it has spread
with appalling rapidity until the very existence of the livestock industry
In certain areas is threatened by its devastating presence. Such - pear-In-
fested lands may be leased for 25-year periods in blocks not to exceed 2,56&
acres, at very low rates, with the understanding that the lessee clears a
certain acreage each year. In selling such lands, a deed does not issue- until
two full years' time has expired, in order that the Government authorities
may be satisfied- that the new owner has actually cleared the land of the
pear. In some sections the State pays the settler for clearing this pear land
and eventually gives him a- deesL free of charge- excepting for the - land office..

REIr1ox or Punuc DOMMN LAJWS iw BAJI.gnsn Gaar L&icns rv GaazxNa
MAI1AGEMET -

[n addition to other alienations, Congress many years ago granted large
amounts of public land - to a number- of western transcontinentaL railroads
to aid In their buildlng These covered over 158.000,000 acres, the major
portion of which is grazing land located In alternate sections, with the idea-
that to allow the railroads- to sece their lands In larger single bodies than-
640 acres would prevent regular and even settlement of- the region involved
Little was then known of the character of these lands. At that time (140

- acres seemed a large tract to the average person. As a matter of fact, had
these lands been granted In larger bodies as by full townships (23;040 acres)
instead of by sections of only 644) acres, the regions would undoubtedly -have
prospered far more than they have as far as concerna settlement and ha-
pro-c-emeat of these lands. The reason for this Is obvious. - No stockman
could afford to Inclose so small an area as 640 acres of land suitable only for-
grazing under arid or semiarid conditions. Granted-by township, there would
have been acreage enough to have justified fencing it. It would thus have
found Its way readily Into Individual hands under which it would have been
far better adnilnistered, and more taxes would have been. received by the-
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states. These lands were granted in strips along each side of the track,
the Northern Pacific grant being 80 miles wide, 40 on each side the track,
-with a further 10-mile strip intended to furnish additional or lieu lands
-from which to make selections to meet the loss in acreage that had already
passed out of the Government's hands in the original strip before the grant
-was made. This included IndIan and other - reservations, homesteads, un-
perfected claims of settlers, etc. - -

Congress took a rather peculiar attitude toward the prospective settlers on
the Government sections IntermIngled with all these railroad grants. This

SOUThE9N
PACIFIC

Map Show,r,9 4. Principal Ratroad Land Grants in the Far Western
States. These Grants are of Alternate Odd Numbered 'Sections 640
Acres The Northern Pacific a,d Atlantic and Pacifc (Santa re)are
50 Miles Wide With an xtr-a Strip of 10 Mites as Lieu Lands"to
Cover Lands in Private Owership, Indian Rest vation5,eti,, Oriqiflal
Grant. The Southern and Central Pacific Grants are 40 Macs Wide
With No 'Lieu Land Proviitn.

was accomplished by Increasing the price of such lands either sold to settlers
outright or paid for under the law allowing them to "commute" their entries
by paying cash for the land. The stated price under ordinary conditions had
nlwavs been $125 an acre But the railroad grants all contained a provleo
raising this to 2.5O an acre for all Government lands Inside them. In all
probability the Federal Government has been fully paid for the gift of lands
to the railroad by this extra $L25 collected from settlers within these huge
raIlroad grants. -

The map on this page shows the location of the largest of these western rail-
road grants. Interwoven as they are with the public domain, these alternate
Sections offer one of the greatest problems In any successful management of
the public domain Stockmen can of course buy the railroad sections, bnt



Through the operation of our several land settlement laws the more valuable
portions of the public domain have t]lready gone into private hands and are
probably serving their best purpose whether that be the production of forage
and farm crops or their use as pasture lands. The grazing homestead bifi of
1916 was designed and intended to separate the Federal Government from
much of its remaining lands with the idea that what was left was not suitable
for any but grazing use and that it must be In sufficiently large blocks to enable
a settler to make a living upon it. The act itself provides for this very point
by stating that the lands to be taken under this act shall be those "which are
In the opinion of the Secretary of the Interior chiefly valuable for grazing and
raising forage crops, which do not contnin merchantable timber, are not sus-
ceptible of irrigation from any known source of water supply, and are of such
character that 640 acres are reasonably required to support a family."

About 20,000,000 acres of public land has so far been classified as meeting the
requirements of the law. Practically every tract listed has been entered and
an attempt made to use it in accordance with the theory that it would furnish
the feed for enough livestock to support a family. Considering that on certain
well-known land grants In the southwest; the Maxwell Grant for example, con-
ceded to be of unusually high grazing capacity, it requires not less than 31)
acres to srport one cow for the yenrlong period, this means about 20 head of
cattle to each homesteader as the maximum such grazing lands will support.

The average, however, will fall below 10 head to the section. It is obvious
that no American homeseeker will be able to eke out the most elementary living
under such conditions and with so small a number of stock.

It would be extremely Interesting to know the percentage of settlers who have
made good on these grazing homesteads. Personal observation indicates that
an extremely small number have done so. In the main the persons applying
for such lands have been speculators and not bona fide settlers intent upon
carving a home for themselves out of such lands. Soldiers of the late war are
given credit for the time spent In service which so reduces the time necessary
for living upon the land that they are able to secure title within a year The
law requires the homeseeker to expend not less than S00 on each 640-acre
lim This would not cover much more than a rough shack In which to reside

digging a well, constructing a corral and a mile or two of barbed-wire fence.
He can also be absent from hi claim for a full five months in each year

' Dept. Agr. Yearbook,. l923 p.
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there is at present no Federal law which will allow them to secure title to the
other sections In Government ownership excepting in single 640-acre tracts.
Further the Federal laws absolutely forbid the inclosure of Government lands,
which of course prevents the owner of the railroad sections from inclosing his
lands excepting by single sections. ThIs being economically Impossible, the
railroads or their lessees are unable to manage their lands with any great suc-
cess. Where stockmea are using the intermingled public lands they secure
the use of the railroad sections as well, it being almost Impossible to prevent
trespass upon them except under State laws generally difficult of enforcement.
In Arizona and New Mexico, with large grants of public land to be located
anywhere In the State, stockmen have bought or leased alternate railroad sec-
tions and then the State has taken the interwoven Government sections and
leased or sold them to the same person, thus making a solid block of land.

Any plans for management of the pubile domain for grazing purposes must
inevitably include some definite plans for readjusting the whole situation as it
concerns the railroad lands.

The western railroads have leased and sold about 17,000,000 acres of these
lands to the stockmen at prices which vary considerably, depending upon sev-
eral factors, but chiefly their location, supply of stock water, character of the
forage, etc." Perhaps the largest element entering into these values Is that of
local demand. Frequently there is a decided rivalry between ownrs of sheep
and cattle to obtain possession of railroad lands which are the key to the use
of the intermingled Government lands.

The lands owned by the Union Pacific Railroad In southwestern Wyoming
known as the "Red Desert winter ranges" are excellent examples of such
rivalry.

Tnz 640-Acim GRAZING HoMESrxsn LAW
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Assuming that the lands would have a sale value of even $3 an acreabout
all any stockman can afford to put into such land under average range live-
stock-raising conditionsthis would mean a return of about $2,000 for a
year's time, a fair return for the speculator.

A large colony of such settlers in the Rio Grande Valley of northern New
Mexico, west of the town of Taos, visited in 1922, was composed mostly of
veterans and young men from near-by towns, school-teachers, clerks in stores
(many of them women), almost none of them practical stock raisers. Few of
them intended to live permanently upon their tracts. They were for the
greater part hauling water for domestic purposes as well as to water the few
head of livestock they owneda milk cow or two, a few horses for work
purposes, chickens, and here and there among the Mexicans small bunches of
goats for meat and milk

Part of the colony obtained their water from the Rio Grande, which they
reached over a road down the side of the canyon with a drop to the river of
probably 3,000 feet. The water was dipped from the stream In buckets and
poured into barrels. Six or seven barrels was about all an ordinary team of
horses could pull up the stiff grade. Others were getting their water from the
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, which crossed the valley and which sold them
the water delivered at their railroad station at the cost of hauling, "as a
matter of real charity," one railroad official informed the writer. Most of these
people hauled the water from 3 to 10 miles over very poor roads.

Here and there a little dry farming had been attempted, but In the main the
crops obtained would not return the seed. A little forage In the shape of
cornstalks or low-grade wheat or oat hay was about the best that was done.
Of 30 or 40 heads of families Interviewed on this tract not one had the least
intention of remaining upon his land a single day after patent was secured.

In eastern Montana and Wyoming conditions in 1922 and 1923 were not
quite so bad as regards water, and occasionally with good summer rains a
fair crop of rough forage such as feterita, sorghum, and kafir was raised. The
Intention of the settlers to remain on their land in these regions was not In
any respect different from the same hind of settlers in other regions. One
and all were looking for some stockman to come along and buy them out. As
far as developing the region and adding citizens and taxpayers to the State
was concerned, the law has apparently been a complete failure, excepting
that eventually 99 per cent of It that goes to patent will undoubtedly come into
the hands of stockmen at prices which they can afford to pay and thus get
back to its original condition and use as range for livestock.

Under this law certain settlers under other Federal land laws, or owners
of tracts of farming lands who have not received from the Government a
total of more than 160 acres of land, may secure enough additional land as
640-acre homestead land to make the total ownership not exceed 800 acres
of land of every kind. The real beneficiaries of this raw have been such
settlers. Under It they have been able to add to their holdings adjacent areas
of grazing land that have been of considerable value In their farming opera-
tions and added materially to the successful handling of the livestock. To
this extent this law has justified Its place on the Federal statutes.

Eros vo Pzovmz LzorsI.&noN 'oz Co'EraoL or Pusuc GaAzro L.s.'ns
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It Is interesting to review the efforts that have been made to secure cOn-
gressional legislation for some form of Federal control of the remaining acres
of public domain In regard to its use for the grazing of IIvestock As far
as can be traced the pioneer In this matter was Senator Foster, of Washington,
who, on December 20, 1S90, Introduced a bill "to provide for the leasing of
the public lands for grazing purposes and to produce revenue for agricultural
development" This bill was frankly an effort to raise money by leasing the
public lands. Nothing caine of It, however, as far as congressional action was
concerned; but during the next two or three years Senator Foster's bill
stirred up a vast amount of discussion on this subject at every livestock meeting
held throughout the western range States

On AprIl 3, 1908 (59th Cong., 1st sees.), Senator Bnrkett. of Nebriska. In
recognition of the growing sentiment along this line, Introduced a bill (S. 5511)
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charge and collect reasonable fees for grazing permits." This measure vaS
not wholly satisfactory to the stockmen, who desired, among other things.
that the charge should be specifically mentioned In order that there might be
no question as to what a "reasonable fee" was.

On Jannary 8, 1907 (59th Cong., 2d sess.), Senator Burkett Introduced a
bill (S. 7618) "provIding for the control of grazing upon the public lands In
arid States and Territories of the United States."

52 NATIONAL FORESTS AND THE PUBLIC DOMAIN

providing for "the control of grazing upon the public lands In the arid States
and Territories." This measure authorized the President, with the consent
of the governor of the State or Territory affected, "to establish by proclama-
tion grazing districts upon the l)nblic lands of the United States." The Sec-
retary of Agriculture was designated to administer these districts and "to
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A TYPICAL 640-ACRE GRAZING HOMESTEAD. NORTHERN NEVADA

Pure sagebrush rarge



SETTLERS ON 640-ACRE LANDS IN NORTHERN NEW MEXICO HALJNG OATER
FOR DOMESTIC PURPOSES TO THEIR RANCHES FROM WATER-TANK CARS
ON THE RAILROAD

In several instances the distance was more than 10 miles

SETTLERS ON -i3-ACRE GRAZING HOMESTEADS IN NORTHERN NEW MEXICO
HAULING WATER FOR THEIR STOCK AND DOMESTIC USES FROM THE
RIO GRANDE, A DISTANCE OF MORE THAN 10 MILES

The canyon at this point is several thousand feet deep
1628-2
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This bill authorized the President to establish by proclamation grazing
districts upon the unreserved, unappropriated public lands of the United States,
and placed the administration of them In the hands of the Secretary of Agri-
culture. It left out all reference to cooperation with the governor of the
State but retained the phrase "reasonable fees." No appropriation of funds
was made for carrying out the provisions of the act.

On February 11, 1907, the Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry
held public meetings in Washington, 0. C., for considering this Burkett bill
(S. 7618) and other measures proposed for some control of the public domain
grazing lands. A large number of western stock-men were present. The chair-
man of the grazing committee of the American National Live Stock Associa-
tion, Mr. A. E. De Ricqies, of Denver, Cob., presented the following resolutiozi:
Resolution unanimously adopted at the tenth annual convention of the American National

Live Stock Association, held at Denver, Cob., Ianuary 23, 1007

"Be it resolved, That the American National Live Stock Association, in con-
vention assembled, does heartily indorse and approve the plan of the national
administration to classify and put the grazing and unoccupied public land
under the control of the Department of Agriculture for grazing purposes under
some system of lease or grazing permit, protecting the interests of all con-
cerned and working an injury to none; and be it further

"Resolved by this convention, That we respectfully request the President of
the United States to appoint a committee of practical stockmen from the
States and Territories where the land is situated to confer with the Depart-
ment of Agriculture and the Public Lands Commission as to the most equitable
and effective law to be passed on this subject.

"A true copy.
"T. W. T0MLINS0N,

"Secretary American National Live Stock Association."
After several days of hearings the committee issued a printed report of its

discussion, published as part of the Agricultural appropriation bill of 1907.
No recommendations were made covering the passage by Congress of any
grazing control bifi, the committee being unable to agree on the matter. This
was the only grazing bill the Senate committee has ever held public hearings
upon or given any serious consideration

Senator Burkett on December 21 1907 (60th Cong 1st sess) reintroduced
as S. 2968 his bill (S. 7618) of the Fifty-ninth Congress, with some changes
In its provisions Under this third Burkett bill the President was to establish
grazing districts and the Secretary of Agriculture was to administer them.
He was directed to charge and collect reasonable fees for such grazing per
mits, based upon the grazing value of the land In each locality." Two hundred
and fifty thousand dollars was set aside for the administration of the law

The third Burkett bill (8. 2068) left out the clause providing for the consent
of the governor of each State, but created a committee to be appointed by the
governor of each State, which committee was to establish certain fundamental
points as to the division of the ranges, class of stock to be grazed etc

Several livestock association and a committee of the American National
Live Stock Association, a western organization the membership of which was
composed In the main of far western range sheep and cattle raisers using the
public domain to a large extent, demanded that the fee be made more specific
and urged that the Burkett bill be ainended by stiiting that the maximum
grazing fee shall be 4 cents per acre and the minimum one-half cent per acre."
This committee while specifying 4 cents as the maximum sum to be charged
per acre made it quite clear that in their opinion very little of the public
domain acreage would merit that price

On February 18, 1908, Senator Curtis, of Kansas, introduced a grazing bill
(S. 5431) which placed the control of the public domain lands for grazing
purposes wholly In the bands of the Secretary of Agriculture, but provided
for a committee to be selected from llers of the range which committee was
to man ige the affairs distribute the permits and decide on questnns and dls
putes as to priorities, class of stock, etc. In the event this committee could
not settle a question by themselves, the Secretary of Agriculture was to -decide
it for them without any appeal from bi decision- This bill followed the lead

'Report committee on resolutions, American National Live Stack Association, DeDrer,
Cob., Jan. 22, 1908.
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of the Burkett bill and appropriated the sum of $250,000 for carrying out the
provisions of the law.

Representative Scott, of Kansas, Introduced the Curtis grazing bill in the
House on February 20, 1908 (H. B.. 17650).

Senator Burkett's three previous bills were followed by a fourth (S. 286),
which he introduced on March 22, 1909. This measure differed from the other
two as to certain points, none of any great interest.

On February 14, 1910, Senator Curtis reintroduced, as S. 6345, his original
bill of 1908.

Senator La Follette, of Wisconsin, introduced a grazing lease bill (S. 3462)
December 7, 1911, described as being "for the Improvement of grazing on the
public lands of the United States and to regulate the same." It followed very
closely the lines of a bill suggested by the special committee of range stock-
men appointed by the American National Livestock Association under date of
January 22, 1908. The La Follette bifi increased to $500,000 the funds for
administering the law.

On February 10, 1912, Congressman Lever, of South Carolina, introduced a
measure (H B. 19851), which followed very closely the lines of Senator La
Follette's bifi.

Representative Stephens, of Texas, Introduced a bill (H. B.. 23582) on April
20, 1912, "providing for the lease of public grazing lands of the arid States
and Territories." This measure was almost identical with the then existing
Texas State land leasing law. The Commissioner of the General Land Office
was placed In absolute charge of the work. He was to initiate the grazing
districts, establish the prices to be charged, and carry out the provisions of the
bill according to his own ideas. Its plan was to put the land up for bids and
isane leases to the highest bidder. It limited the acreage which any one
person or corporation could lease to "not more than two sections of watered
land and six sections of dry grazing land." All funds for the leases were to
"be held by the United States as an educational trust for the exclusive purpose
of educating the children of the State In which the lands are located." Exactly
the same bifi was later introduced by Mr. Stephens on July 8, 1912 (H. B..
25628), In the same session of the Sixty-second Congress.

On December 15, 1913, Congressman Kent, of California, an active western
range stockman thoroughly posted on the various questions involved In the
grazing of livestock on the open range throughout the West, introduced a bill
(H. B. 10539) "for the Improvement of grazing on the public lands of the
United States and to regulate the same." Of the measures introduced In either
branch of Congress this is the only one that secured a public hearing before the
Rouse Committee on Public Lands up to the present time, 1925. A number of
western stockinen grazing both sheep and cattle appeared in Washington before
the House committee, In March 1914, the large majority of whom urged the
passage of the Kent measure with some few amendments. The committee,
however, failed to report It out, the situation being much the same as with the
Senate Public Land Committee of 1907, a majority of the members being
opposed to any legislation of this kind.

Senator Gronna introduced on July 10, 1913, a measure (8. 2695) which
differed In certain points with most of its predecessors. The President was
to establish grazing districts and the Secretary of Agriculture was to lease the
lands to seWers and stockznert and establish the maximum acreage that any
one person could lease. It authorized the Secretary to have the public domain
classified and went into considerable detail as to the personnel to handle the
lands, salaries, etc. The charge for the land "to be determined by
ofleia1 appraisement to be stated in the lease." In no case was the charge
for grazing or pasture lands to be "less than one-half or more than 5 cents
per acre per annum." The expenses of administration were to be paid out of
the receipts, the balance going to the United States Treasury.

On February 23, 1914, Mr. Stephens, of Texas, reintroduced his measure
(H. B. 13774) of 1912 with a. few changes. The minimum per acre charge
for watered lands was 3 cents on a five-year term, while "dry grazing lands"
were to be leased at not less than 2 cents per acre per annum, the leases to
run for 10 years.

On December 6, 1915, 31r. Stephens reintroduced, as IL B.. 338, hIs measure
of 1914. None of the Stephens bills carried an appropriation for administra-
tloit

No additional grazing control bills were Introduced In Congress until on
June 6, 1919, when Senator King, of Utah, introduced, "by request," a range
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'contro1 bill (S. 1516) whIch was very short and concise. 'Under it thePresident
was to establish "grazing commons" on any unreserved unappropriated public
lands. These "grazing commons" were to be administered by the Secretary
of Agriculture under "such regulations and rules as he may promulgate." No
reference was made to fees or their disposition. Fifty thonnnd dollars was
appropriated for administering this law.

in the Sixty-seventh Congress, first session, Mr. Sinnott, of Oregon, on July
25, 1921, introduced a bill (H. H. 7908) "to authorize and regulate the grazing
of livestock on the public domain." This was a short bill, but contained a num-
ber of new points not found in previous measures along this line. The admin-
istration was placed under the Secretary of the Interior, who was authorized
to establish a system of controlled grazing on the public domain. The charge
was to be based upon the average rainfall. One-half cent per acre where the
annual rainfall was less than 10 inches per annum and not more than 1 cent
per acre where it was above that amount. Permits were to be issued by the
registers and receivers of the various land offices in the West. This bill was
supported by the then Secretary of the Interior Fall, an active western range
stockman, and was understood to reflect his personal views to a large extent.

On February 23, 1922, Senator Smoot introduced a bill (5. 3236) which was
fdentical with Mr. Sinnott's measure (H. H. 7908).

Senator Phipps, of Colorado, introduced a short grazing bill (S. 2325) on
February 1, 1924, "to authorize and regulate and control the grazing of live--

stock upon the vacant unreserved public lands of the United States in order
to prevent overgrazing and promote the development of the livestock industry."
Neither this bill nor the Sinnott and Smoot bills carried an appropriation.

Senator Phipps's bill placed the authority for enforcing the law in the Inte-
rior Department. Permits were to be issued for 10-year periods and a "reason-
able fee" was to be charged.

This completes to date the list of measures which have been introduced into
Congress during the past 20 years providing for some kind of control over the
public domain .when used for the grazing of livestock. As has been stated,
Senator Burkett's bill (S. 2968) of 1907 and the bill introduced by Mr. 'Kent
of California are the only ones that have been taken up and given a public
bearing by either of the Public Lands Committees, to which they have all been
referred, up to the present time In 1925. Both of them, however, followed the
trail of all their predecessors and have in turn been followed by those offered
later, all of them finding a last resting place in the quiet files of the committees.

It may be said that this failure to "report out" some of these bills has been
due mainly to the fact that the stoekznen themselves were not in complete
agreement with the idea of and plans for some control of the public domain.
In the early days the sheep owners almost to a man were bitterly opposed to
such a measure. At the hearings upon the Kent bill, however, a number of
prominent western sheepmen, as well as many cattlemen, spoke In favor of that
measure. But Just about that time, 1914, Congressman Fergusson, of New
Mexico, was pushing his "640-acre grazing homestead" bill before the same
committee. He managed to stir up a tremendous amount of hostile criticism
against the Idea of tying up the public domain through leases or permits to the
stockmen which would interfere with the workings of his grazing homestead
measure. This was obviously intended to get into private hands about all the
grazing lands left in the hands of the Federal Government that were of any
value for production of livestock.

Thousands of letters were received by the committee from small settlers all
ever the West protesting against the Kent grazing bill and demanding the
passage of Mr. Fergusson's measure.

The Fergiasson bill was eventually passed, and pending the results of lt
provisIons for cutting down the area of public lands no more grazing bills were
introduced for several years.

For several years there were still many million acres of grazing land left
that were not applied for under the 640-acre bill, but except for Senator King's
"by request" bill of 1919 no attempts were made to secure legislation along
this line until In 1921, when Mr. Sinnott introduced his measure.

POSITION OP TEE TWO DEP&zTEEZcTS

There has always been a keen but friendly rivalry between the Department
of Agriculture on the one hand and the Interior Department on the other as to
Which should administer the public domain under any measure providing
for Its grazing controL
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The following extracts from a speech delivered by Secretary of Agriculture
Houston at the meeting of the "United Stockmen's Association for Federal
Control of Public Grazing Lands" held at Salt Lake, Utah, July, 1919, sets
forth very clearly the points which the Department of Agriculture believed
to favor that department's having charge of this work.

"Our experts tell me that from their present knowledge, if the public
domain were put under intelligent regulated grazing it would support in the
neighborhood of 25 per cent more animals than it now supports. If that Is
true it means an economic gain to the producer; it means a great asset to
the Nation. If It is true, then it ought to be done as quickly as possible.
If it is to be done, by what agency shall it be done? The Interior Depart-
ment could regulate the grazing on the public domain by duplicating the
present service, which seems to rue unnecessary. The Department of Agricul-
ture could apply a similar system for the Department of the Interior that
it now applies on the national forests, or it could be charged directly with
the duty. The fact that the Interior Department has title and will retain
title to the public domain makes no difference.

"Grazing is an agricultural problem. The national forests are in the
main agricultural problem. Grazing on the national forests, timber control,
insect diseases, predatory animal control are all directly or Indirectly agri-
cultural problems.

"The only way this great problem could be controlled by the Interior De-
partment intelligently would be to transfer the Department of Agriculture
to the Interior Department, but it could be handled by the Department of
Agriculture with very little extension of its present service; and waiving all
personal or departmental interest in the matterI don't think that ought to
be considered for one momentwe are not looking for additional trouble;
we are looking for additional tasks, and there would be additional troubles
and tasksmy only concern is what is best for the public domain, and what
agency can best handle it? If the Congress of the United States should
charge the department with the duty of regulating the grazing and of ce- -

operating with the Department of the Interior in classifying the public
domain, it would undertake the task with the single motive of rendering the
greatest possible service to the Nation and to the people who are interested In
the public domain."

In 1923 Secretary of Agriculture Wallace took this matter up with Secretary
Work of the Interior Department. In his reply under date of November 16,
1923, Secretary Work has set forth briefly the views of that department
charged with the administration of the larger part of the public lands of the
United States. These are as follows:

"It would seem that such regulation of grazing privileges as would prevent
overgrazing mayo be had without in any way curtailing the laws, settlement,
and development described. With the administration of all of these laws
vested in the Interior Department, it seems only logical and in the interest of
good administration that the control and regulation of grazing should also be
vested In It, and this applies with equal force to the nontimbered grazing
areas now included within national-forest limits.

"It would seem, therefore, that the object sought could be attained and the
whole matter best administered by vesting this control in the Interior Depart-
ment, with authority for the Secretaries of the Interior and Agriculture to
cooperate In the work, and by mutual agreement and transfer of appropriations
or reimbursements of moaeys expended, utilize the field forces of either depart-
ment, as may be most economical and advantageous, for the protection and
administration of the lands involved.

"I will give the subject further study and may formulate proposed legisla-
tion along the lines indicated.

Secretary Wallace was so thoroughly convinced of the need for some legisla-
turn by means of which the abuses of the public domain by livestock could be
stopped or at least reduced that he was willing to waive all claims as to which
departmentshould administer It and leave the decision of that matter in the
hands of Congress.

In a letter discussing the question of the grazing lands with the chairman
of the House Public Lands Committee, Mr. N. J. Sinnott, Secretary Wallace
made the following statements:

To my mind the condition of the unreserved public grazing lands ta one
of the most serious problems confronting the livestock Industry of the West.
There remains approximately 1Sl,OOO,OOO acres of such land, much of it
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formerly of high value for grazing purposes but now seriously reduced both in
quality and quantity of feed through overgrazing and mismanagement due to
lack of responsible controL The situation is made even more serious because
the presence of such misused lands prevents the best use of a still greater area
of intermingled privately owned lands. Failure to regulate the use of these
lands is an economic waste which might be promptly and easily checked with
resulting general public benefits and with special benefit to that part of the
livestock Industry dependent upon these ranges. * * * I feel that here is
an important public service urgently needed, that action should be promptly
taken to restore these lands and to cooperate with the livestock industry in
bringing about their better use. As to the matter of jurisdiction, L am not so
much concerned about who does the work as I am that it be done, done
promptly, and done well. I do, however, suggest for your fair consideration
the fact that the 18 years' successful administration of the grazing resources on
approximately 100,000,000 acres of public range in our national forests by the
Forest. Service Is strong evidence that this organization is equipped and quail-
fled to demonstrate similar success in the administration of grazing on our
unreserved public lands if entrusted with that duty."

Experts who have examined into the use of these grazing lands feel thnt
under some even moderate form of control and protection they can be made
to carry at least 25 per cent more stock than they now are and at the same
time furnish such an increased amount of forage that the stock will leave the
ranges in a much better condition as to flesh and growth than they do at the
present time. Also that under regulated use the heavy losses that now occur
nearly every year through the overstocking and overgrazing of these lands
will be gradually eliminated to the benefit of the stockmen using them as well
as the Nation at large.

Within a year students of the subject of food production have predicted a
shortage Ia nearly all our agricultural commodities within what is a compara-
tively short time as considered from a national point of view. These lands
should do their share in postponing this shortage.

SUMMARY

The United States Government controls at the present time an area of public
land larger than the State of Texas. About 75 per cent of this is capable of
producing livestock, or, at least, aiding in the production by carrying the ani-
mals for certain periods of each year and in some instances during the entir'
year. This relieves the lands owned by local stockmen of the burden of sup-
porting the stock during the entire year, gives the pastures and forage-
producing land an opportunity to mature a crop, increasing to that extetit the
output of livestock in these areas. Based upon a value as low as $1 an acre,
this means nearly $200,000,000 worth of public property lying Idle. Worse than
that, It Is deteriorating in value, a Liability rather than an asset It is producing
neither revenue to the Government nor returns of any kind to the people of
the States in which it lies.

Such conditions reflect seriously upon the good sense and business judgment
of those responsible for them.

The further and constant depreciation of these lands within the public
domain should not be allowed to continue If there Is a remedy. The purpose
of this bulletin Is to point out the remedy and Indicate the method of applying
It. Conservation and efflciency In the use of all the national resources of this
great country are now being advocated and encouraged in every possible way
for all of them excepting this single onethe use of the public domain.

The effects of erosion on the lands can not well be estimated In dollars and
cents. If It could the amount Involved would be fairly staggering In Its
Immensity. Worst of all, this soil that Is constantly being washed away and
carried down to the Gulf of Mexico or the oceans can not be replaced arti-
ficially. It is the accumulation of ages. When once removed, only the slow
processes of nature can restore It

In the opinion of the '&rlter this loss Is alone a sufficient justification for
immediate legislation along lines which will tend to check such erosive action.

No matter what plan may be used to regulate the use of these lands It should
Involve no expenditure of public funds for Improvement works and no radical
closing to the public of any part of it. Excepting for the first year, and then
only for the preliminary planning before the fees begin to come in, the grazing
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fees -which should be charged for the commercial use of these lands will more
than cover the cost of administration. Assuming that about 130,000,000 acres
of these lands will be used more or less for grazing and that the average-
charge will probably equal an average annual fee of as low as 2 cents an acre,.
the total income from this one source will probably amount to about two and
one-half million dollars annually.

The total cost of administering the approximate 100,000,000 acres of grazing:
lands within the national forests for the year 1924 Is estimated at approxi-
mately $675,000. Reduced to an acreage cost this is about three-quarters of a
cent per acre per annum. These men of course only put in part time on grazing
work, which naturally reduces the overhead, as against an organization such
as Is here contemplated In which the officials would devote their entire time to-
the grazing work.

The administration of grazing on the public domain Will not be as compli-
cated or require as many men as are necessary in handling such ranges on the-
national forests, where the many questions of forest protection and -related'
matters add greatly to the administrative costs. A careful estimate of the cost
of administration Indicates that, includIng all necessary field work, officers, and'
overhead expenses, It should not cost over $1,000,000 a year to effectively
supervise the grazing upon them.

The bill approved by the two Secretaries proposes to use 10 per cent of the-
annual gross receipts for constructing range improvements in these lands, it
would seem advisable to increase this percentage to 15 for the first five years.
At the end of that time the Secretary should be empowered to change the ratio if
this amount seems too large. It is believed that at the close of the first five-
year period the major portion of these improvements will have been made and
the item of maintenance would probably thereafter be the largest expense con--
nected with them. Authority should also be granted the Secretary to purchase-
improvements heretofore placed on these lands by private persons to be used
either by permittees or as pastures, headquarters, etc., for the administration
officers. -

These improvements would for the greater part consist of fences to control
the stock; improvement of water resources such as digging out and piping the
waters from springs to reservoirs, troughs, etc.; the building of dams of earth- -

or cement to catch flood waters; and in many cases the installation of pumping
plants on deep wells. Exploration for artesian water should also follow where
there are possibilities for such wells, with the Idea of securing flowing streams-
end thus reducing the -cost of pumping, always quite an Item of expense in
western pactiire lands. - - -

For the first 10 years these costs would undoubtedly run Into large figures,
but they would pay for themselves over and over. There should also be some
authorization for the sale of Isolated tracts of these lands. It frequently occurs
that here and there a section or more of public land is entirely surrounded by
privately owned lands. In most cases these lands have naturally been excluded'
from entry because of their low values for any purpose. It would simplify
greatly the management of the private as well as the areas of public land if -
these isolated sections could be sold under an extension of the present law
covering isolated tracts. The present maximum limit for such sales is 160- -

acres. This should be Increased to at least 640 acres and the minimum price
of $1 25 an acre lowered to $1 an acre, which will in the majority of instances
undoubtedly be much above Its actual value. The possession of it, however,
will save the adjoining owners of private land some expense in fencing which'
will about meet the cost and subsequent annual taxation. - -

The- Forest Service has demonstrated in a very satisfactory way the merits
of the per capita system for handling livestock on open ranges. This has been
fully discussed on page 36 of this report and need not be again referred - to-
beyond the mere statement that the permit or per capita system should be used
in handling these public domain grazing lands as against any other method.

The - authority granted under the proposed grazing control bill which gives
the Secretary the right to make exchanges of public land with the owners of
private lands will serve a valuable purpose In solidifying the separate tracts
of public lands. Small scattered pieces of land in private ownership inter-
mingled with Government land will invariably cause friction and embarrass-
ment to the Federal officers handling the work. Such exchanges can almost
always be worked out to the benefit of both sides. Slmilsr authority should'
be granted the Secretary of Agriculture In his discretion to eliminate from the
nattonal forests purely grazing lands now within the forests but Tying imine-



WATER PIPED FROM A SUBMERGED DAM IN A CANYON OUT TO THE
OPEN RANGE
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SMALL SEEP DUG OUT AND PIPED TO TROUGHS

Under some form of government control improvements upon the public domain ranges
similar to this could be made and the water utilized by the livestock. At the present
time few stockmen care to spend money on such improvements knowing they can not
control its use
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<liately adjacent to the public domain lands and which are not a natural unit
of range usable in connection with the management of permitted livestock
grazing on the national forests. Many such tracts have been inclosed by the
boundaries of the national forests because their elimination would make the
boundary line impractical and expensive to maintain and patrol. No such eUmi-
nation should be considered, however, where the forest lands are not immedi-
ately adjacent to the boundary line.

The inclusion of a paragraph in the law authorixing the Secretary In his
discretion to work out exchanges with either State or private owners to the
end that grants of separate sections may be consolidated into areas of town-
ships, 23,040 acres, or possibly half townships, would be very usefuL Such a
clause would work equally to the benefit of the Government as well as the
private owners. It is perfectly practicable and fairly economical to fence an
area of 23,040 acres, a township 6 miles square, for livestock grazing purposee,
but not 640 acres. Such a provision will undoubtedly lead to a large number
of such consolidations and thus get the lands into the producing class and
simplify greatly the work of administering the remaining Government lands.

No definite laws should be passed for the management of these lands, but the
whole administration should be left to the Secretary in whose department the
work is placed under such rules and regulations as he may deem necessary.
These like the rules 'and regulations of the Forest Service should have the
force and effect of law.

It is earnestly recommended that in the event of the passage of such a law
it be put into effect gradually, beginning with the public domain lands In but
one State. With one year's experience the officials in charge of the work wifl
unquestionably discover flaws in their plans which can be studied and the
necessary changes made In their methods before the work is further extended.
There will be many puzzling situations developed and many at present unseen
problems will present themselves for solution. These can be worked out an&
the necessary changes made in the regulations and rules under which the work.
is being handled before its further extension. The judgment of the writer-
as to which department of the Government shall administer these lands re-
fleets that of the late Secretary Wallace. Their immediate protection is the.
vital thing. The department which shall do the work is secondary.

The Forest Service with Its 20 years of experience In handling the grazing-
lands within the natlonai forests has accumulated a vast amount of Informa-.
tion as well as prncticaj experience which renders the officers of that bureau
of the Department of Agriculture, peculiarly well fitted to undertake the work.
In many instances the proximity of the lands involved to the boundaries of
many of the forests make It clear that the forest supervlaors and the office
forces nuder them could handle them without any increase In overhea&
Many of the permittees using national forest lands are also using the public
domain lands In a large number of instances, the to tracts forming a definite.
unit of grazing land.
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